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Abstract
We study regular 1rst-order update logic (FUL), which is a variant of regular dynamic logic
in which updates to function symbols as well as to predicate symbols are possible. We 1rst study
FUL without making assumptions about atomic updates. Second, we look at relational algebra
update logic (RAUL), which can be viewed as an extension of relational algebra with assignment.
RAUL is an instantiation of FUL. Third, we study dynamic database logic (DDL), which is another
version of FUL, in which the atomic updates can be “bulk updates” of predicates and updates of
updateable functions. In all three cases, we de1ne syntax, declarative semantics, axiomatizations,
and operational semantics of the logic. All axiom systems are shown to be sound. Assuming the
domain closure and unique naming assumptions, we also give a proof sketch of completeness
of the axiomatization of DDL. The operational semantics presented in the paper are shown to
be equivalent to the declarative semantics for certain classes of databases. We give examples
of correctness proofs in RAUL and in DDL. Finally, we compare our approach to that of others
and show how DDL can be used as a logic in which to specify and reason about updates to an
c 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
object-oriented database system. 
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we de1ne a 1rst-order logic for regular programs (FUL), that is used
to de1ne two languages for database updates, relational algebra update logic (RAUL)
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and dynamic database logic (DDL). FUL and its instantiations RAUL and DDL can be used
to specify the requirements for a database update program declaratively and to specify
an implementation of such a program, as well as to reason about the correctness of
this implementation with respect to the requirements. We do this in a way that clearly
separates actions from states in the semantics, and update programs from queries in the
languages. FUL is similar to classical dynamic logic, but allows updates of function and
predicate symbols rather than of variables. No commitment is made in FUL as to what
the atomic updates of the language are. RAUL choses as atomic updates assignments
of the form p := e, where p is a predicate and e is a relational algebra expression.
DDL choses as atomic updates actions bulk insertions, updates or deletions or function
updates. For example, a bulk insertion has the form &X IpT where , where p is a
predicate with argument tuple T , X is a 1nite set of variable declarations and  a
formula. A function update has the form fT := t, where f is a function symbol applied
to argument tuple T and t is a term. The idea of parameterizing an update logic by
its atomic actions appeared earlier in the literature in transaction logic [7, 5, 6, 8]. It is
also present in classical dynamic logic, where the axioms for programs are separate
from the axioms of atomic actions.
1.1. Motivation and overview
To set the stage, a general picture of (1rst-order) modal logic as a logic for database
updates is given in Fig. 1. The left-hand side of this picture concerns the syntax, the
right-hand side concerns the declarative semantics. The logic database schema de1nes
the predicate and function symbols used (the signature of the logic) and contains the
constraints. A possible world interprets the predicate and function symbols in such a
way that the constraints are satis1ed. Some of the function and predicate symbols have
a 1xed interpretation over all possible worlds (like addition and less than for natural
numbers); these symbols are used for the abstract data types. Because we allow the
de1nition of abstract data types, possible worlds may contain in1nite sets. In addition,
in the case of disjunctive information database, one database state would be represented
by a possibly in1nite set of possible worlds. As we want a database state to be 1nite
and still allow disjunctive information, we de1ne a database state to be a closed
1rst-order formula (or equivalently, a 1nite set of closed 1rst-order formulas). The
declarative semantics of an update is given as a relation on the possible worlds.
The atomic updates on the predicate symbols (relations of the relational database
model) are bulk updates in which a set of tuples can be inserted, deleted or updated
in a relation. Insertions, updates and deletions of single tuples are special cases of this.
As atomic updates on function symbols we have assignment with which an updateable
function can be given a new value for an argument. These atomic updates may be
combined into update programs with the standard regular operators choice, sequential
composition and iteration.
In Section 2, we look at the syntax, declarative semantics and axiomatization of
regular 1rst-order update logic (FUL), without yet giving a syntax or semantics for
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Fig. 1. Syntax and semantics of modal logic databases.

the atomic updates. This logic diLers from standard dynamic logic because we take
predicate and function symbols rather than variables to be updateable. In Section 3
we introduce RAUL as an instantiation of FUL with relational algebra assignments as
atomic updates. Because the choice of atomic updates is orthogonal to the choice of
process combinators, we ignore the regular update programs of FUL in this section. We
de1ne syntax, axioms, declarative and operational semantics, and give an example of
a correctness proof in FUL. In Section 4 we then de1ne dynamic database logic (DDL)
as regular 1rst-order update logic with two kinds of atomic updates, bulk updates to
predicates, and assignment as an update operator for functions. We illustrate the use
of DDL with an example correctness proof of an update program for a logic database.
Sections 3 and 4 are largely independent from each other, since they describe two
diLerent ways of instantiating FUL with classes of atomic updates. When we de1ned
an operational semantics of DDL updates, we discovered that we needed constructive
expressions by which to update the extension of predicates. For this purpose, we developed RAUL and inserted Section 3 on RAUL before the DDL Section 4. However, since
the de1nition of the declarative and operational semantics of RAUL is rather intricate,
the reader may want to skip those de1nitions on 1rst reading. The only place where
Section 4 depends upon Section 3 is in the de1nition of an operational semantics for
DDL.
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Section 5 contains a discussion of the way in which DDL can be used for the speci1cation of updates to an object-oriented database. It also compares our approach with other
work, including transaction logic [7], in which the idea of factoring out atomic updates
1rst appeared. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses some topics for further
research. The paper is based on earlier research into regular update languages [34, 33].
The languages de1ned in this paper are all based upon order-sorted 1rst-order logic
with equality. This is a language design choice that could have been made diLerently.
For example, sorts can be replaced by unary predicates and the partial ordering on
sorts can be replaced by implications between sort predicates. Furthermore, functions
can be replaced by binary predicates with axioms that enforce a functional relationship.
Conversely, predicates can be replaced by Boolean functions. We oLer the following as
motivation for the choices made in this paper. Inclusion of sort names in the languages
allows a natural blend with algebraic speci1cation of abstract data types, which we use
in our speci1cations. It also permits simpler speci1cations, because it allows concise
speci1cation of a sort ordering and of function declarations. The price to pay for this
is a slightly more complex semantics and proof system for the languages. The desire
to assume algebraic speci1cation of abstract data types also motivates the inclusion of
function symbols in the languages. Again, this makes speci1cations simpler, because
we do not have to include axioms that enforce functional relationships. In addition,
a language that includes function symbols (common in programming languages) as
well as predicate symbols (common in database languages) reduces the “impedance
mismatch” between programming languages and database languages.

2. Regular rst-order update logic (FUL)
In this section, we de1ne regular 1rst-order dynamic logic, which is a version of
dynamic logic that will be used to specify database updates. The logic is parametrized
by a set of atomic updates. DDL is an instantiation of regular 1rst-order update logic
with a particular choice for atomic updates.
2.1. Syntax
In regular 1rst-order update logic, we distinguish updateable from non-updateable
predicate and function symbols. As illustrated in Section 3, updateable predicate symbols can be used to represent relations in a relational database, and as illustrated in
Section 5, updateable function symbols can be used to represent attributes in an objectoriented database. Non-updateable predicate and function symbols are used to represent
relations and functions in abstract data types (for instance the less than relation and
addition function on natural numbers). The distinction between updateable and nonupdateable function and predicate symbols is a re1nement of standard modal logic,
where all predicate symbols (except equality) are updateable and all function symbols
are non-updateable [22]. We now make this precise.
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Denition 2.1. Let Sorts be a (1nite) set of sort symbols. A function declaration
over Sorts has the form f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s, with s1 ; : : : ; sn ; s ∈ Sorts. The symbol f is
the name, s1 ; : : : ; sn are the argument sorts and s is the result sort of the function
declaration. Of course, we allow the case n = 0 (so we have constants).
Denition 2.2. Let Sorts be a (1nite) set of sort symbols. A predicate declaration
over Sorts has the form p: s1 ; : : : ; sn , with s1 ; : : : ; sn ∈ Sorts. The symbol p is the
name and s1 ; : : : ; sn are the argument sorts of the predicate declaration.
Denition 2.3. A (1rst-order) update logic signature
is a 1ve-tuple (Sorts; UFun;
NUFun; UPred; NUPred) with Sorts a 1nite set of sort symbols, UFun and NUFun
1nite, disjoint sets of function declarations over Sorts and UPred and NUPred 1nite,
disjoint sets of predicate declarations over Sorts.
The intention is that UFun and UPred are declarations of updateable function and
predicate symbols and NUFun and NUPred are declarations of non-updateable function and predicate symbols. For convenience, we make the assumption that no two
(predicate or function) symbols may have the same name; this is the non-overloading
restriction. Under this restriction, we can without confusion write p ∈ UPred instead
of p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred, etc. The non-overloading restriction is just made to ease
various de1nitions, but is not essential.
Denition 2.4. Let = (Sorts; UFun; NUFun; UPred; NUPred) be an update logic signature (satisfying the non-overloading restriction). Then Fun = UFun ∪ NUFun and
Pred = UPred ∪ NUPred. When no confusion can arise, we drop the subscript
from Fun and Pred .
From now on, we just assume we have a single given update logic signature. We
also assume we have a set of typed variables Var and we assume that we always have
enough variables of every sort. (We usually do not state explicitly what sort a variable
has, but this should not lead to confusion.) Next, we de1ne the terms, the update
programs and the formulas.
Denition 2.5. The set of update programs is de1ned by induction:
1. all atomic updates are update programs;
2. ? is an update program, for any formula ;
3. ; ,  +  and ∗ are update programs, for any update programs  and ;
4. the only update programs are those given by 1–3.
The atomic updates mentioned in De1nition 2.5 are de1ned in Section 4 as bulk
updates and assignment.
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Denition 2.6. The set of terms of every sort s ∈ Sorts is de1ned inductively as the
minimal set that satis1es
1. Every variable of sort s is a term of sort s.
2. For every function declaration f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ Fun and terms t1 ; : : : ; tn of sorts
s1 ; : : : ; sn respectively, f(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) is a term of sort s. If n = 0, then f is called a
constant and we write f instead of f().
Closed terms are terms that do not contain variables. Non-updateable terms are terms
that do not contain updateable function symbols. Immutable terms are closed, nonupdateable terms. We write s ∈ t if the symbol (variable, function symbol or predicate
symbol) s occurs in the term t and we write s ∈ T if the symbol s occurs in one of the
terms in the tuple of terms T . (Note that for a predicate symbol p, we always have
p ∈= t.)
Note that an immutable term (non-updateable, closed term) is not necessarily the
same things as a constant (0-ary function symbol)!
Denition 2.7. The set of (update logic) formulas is de1ned inductively as
1. pT is a formula, for any p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ Pred and any tuple T = (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) of
terms t1 ; : : : ; tn of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn respectively;
2. t = t  is a formula, for any terms t and t  of the same sort;
3.  ∨ is a formula, for any formulas  and ;
4. ¬ is a formula, for any formula ;
5. ∃x is a formula, for any variable x and formula ;
6. [] is a formula, for any update program , and any formula ;
7. the only formulas are those, given by 1–6.
First-order formulas are formulas that are built inductively only from clauses 1–5. We
write s ∈  if the (updateable or non-updateable predicate or function) symbol s occurs
in the formula .
All clauses in the de1nition of formulas are the same as in 1rst-order modal logic
[22], except for clause 6. Instead of a single modal operator “”, we have a modality
for every update program . The formula [] should be read in a dynamic logic way;
it states that after every possible execution of  we are in a state where  holds.
The other formulas are just the well-known propositional connectives and 1rst-order
logic quanti1cation. We assume that the other common propositional connectives and
universal quanti1cation are de1ned in terms of ∨ and ¬ and that modal possibility
 is de1ned as ¬[]¬.
For later reference, we need the familiar de1nitions of a variable being free for a
term and of substitution.
Denition 2.8. An occurrence of a variable x in a formula  is called bound iL there is
a subformula of  of the form ∃x and the occurrence of x is within this subformula.
If an occurrence of a variable in a formula is not bound, then it is called free. If there
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is a free occurrence of a variable x in a formula  then x is called a free variable in
. The set of all free variables in  is denoted FV (). We also use this notation for
(tuples of) terms: FV (t) (FV (T )) is the set of all variables occurring in the term t
(the tuple of terms T ).
Since we view ∀ as an abbreviation for ¬∃¬, the above de1nition also handles the
∀ quanti1er.
Denition 2.9. Let t be a term, let x be variable and let  be a formula. Then x is
free for t in  iL for all variables y = x that occur in t, there is no subformula ∃y
of  such that x is free in .
If x is free for t in , then substituting t for all free occurrences of x in  does not
introduce (unwanted) bindings on variables occurring in t.
Denition 2.10. The substitution of a term t (of sort s) for a variable x (of the same
sort s) in a formula , denoted [t=x], is the formula  with all free occurrences of x
in  replaced by t. The substitution of a term t for a variable x in a term t  is de1ned
similarly (in a term, all occurrences of variables are free).
2.2. Declarative semantics
The semantics of formulas and update programs is given in Kripke structures. We
have an algebra that gives the interpretation of the non-updateable symbols, and we
have possible worlds that give the interpretation of the updateable symbols. A structure
is then a set of possible worlds; updates can be evaluated in structures as relations on
the possible worlds.
Denition 2.11. Let =(Sorts; Fun; Pred) be a many sorted 1rst-order signature. (This
means that Sorts is a set of sort symbols, Fun is a set of function declarations over
Sorts and Pred is a set of predicate declarations over Sorts.) A -algebra (1rst-order
interpretation) A assigns to each sort symbol s ∈ Sorts a set sA , to every function
declaration f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ Fun a function fA with domain s1A × · · · × snA and
range sA , and to every predicate declaration p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ Pred a subset pA of
s1A × · · · × snA .
From now on, we write just “algebra”, instead of (Sorts; NUFun; NUPred)-algebra.
As the non-updateable symbols are used for the speci1cation of abstract data types, they
usually have an intended interpretation (for instance with respect to an initial algebra
of an equational speci1cation). For the moment, we ignore the intended semantics of
the non-updateable part of a speci1cation.
We de1ne two special structures that play an important role for update logics. In
the relational database model, a table (the extension of a predicate symbol) is always
1nite. This motivates the de1nition of the relational structure. Relatively easy to handle
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from a theoretical viewpoint is the structure in which all possible worlds are present:
the full structure.
Denition 2.12. Let A be an algebra.
• A possible world on A is a function w which assigns to every function declaration
f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ UFun a function w(f) with domain s1A × · · · ×snA and range
sA and to every predicate declaration p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred a subset w(p) of
s1A × · · · ×snA .
• A structure on A is a set of possible worlds on A.
• The full structure on A (written as FA ) consists of all possible worlds on A.
• A relational world on A is a possible world on A that assigns a 1nite number of
tuples to every predicate symbol declaration.
• The relational structure on A (written as RA ) consists of all relational worlds
on A.
When we consider relational structures, we usually assume that UFun = ∅.
We have chosen to identify a possible world with its valuation (the way the world
interprets the function and predicate symbols), so diLerent possible worlds have different valuations (cannot have the same valuations). By contrast, in standard modal
logic, diLerent possible worlds can have the same valuation. In general, such worlds
can be distinguished in modal logic with the modal operator. In database update
logic, as a result of the semantics of the update actions, worlds with the same valuations cannot be distinguished with the update actions (see also [35]). Therefore,
our choice to identify a possible world with its valuation is no real restriction on the
semantics.
Denition 2.13. A variable interpretation on an algebra A is a function I V that assigns
to each variable x of sort s ∈ Sorts an element I V (x) of sA . We sometimes use I V as
a function on tuples of variables; this function is just the pointwise extension of I V .
We use variants and restrictions of variable interpretations, which are de1ned in the
standard way.
Denition 2.14. Let f : A → B be a function, let a be an element of A and let b be an
element of B. Then the variant of f that maps a to b is the function f{a → b} : A → B
which is de1ned for all a ∈ A as


f{a → b}(a ) =



b
if a = a;

f(a ) if a = a:

Instead of f{a1 → b1 } · · · {an → bn }, we usually write f{a1 → b1 ; : : : ; an → bn }.
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Note that the order of the variants in f{a1 → b1 ; : : : ; an → bn } is in general important,
as we do not exclude ai = aj for i = j.
Denition 2.15. Let f : A → B be a function and let A ⊆ A. Then the restriction of f
to A is a function f A : A → B which is de1ned for all a ∈ A as: f A (a) = f(a).
In the above two de1nitions, A may also be a Cartesian product of some sets, so
the de1nition handles the general case of n-ary functions.
A term is interpreted as a domain element of a domain of an algebra.
Denition 2.16. Let A be an algebra, let w be a possible world on A and let I V be
a variable interpretation on A. The interpretation t A;w; I V of a term t in possible world
w over A under variable interpretation I V is de1ned inductively as:
• xA;w; I V = I V (x)
 A A;w; I V
; : : : ; tnA;w; I V )
if f ∈ NUFun;
f (t1
• f(t1 ; : : : ; tn )A;w; I V =
A;w; I V
A;w; I V
w(f)(t1
; : : : ; tn
) if f ∈ UFun:
We de1ne T A;w; I V for T a tuple of terms as the pointwise extension of the interpretation
of single terms.
The interpretation of a closed term t does not depend on the variable interpretation.
Without confusion, we can therefore write t A;w for closed terms t. Similarly, we can
write t A; I V for non-updateable terms and t A for immutable terms. The next lemma
states formally that the interpretation of terms is independent from the interpretation
of symbols not occurring in them.
Lemma 2.17. Let A be an algebra; let w and w be possible worlds on A; let I V and
I V be variable interpretations on A and let t be a term such that for all f ∈ UFun
with f ∈ t: w (f) = w(f) and for all variables x with x ∈ t: I V (x) = I V (x). Then
 
t A;w; I V = t A;w ; I V .
Proof. The straightforward induction proof on the structure of t is omitted.
For the interpretation of formulas, we need an interpretation of update programs in
a structure S. In general, when an update language is chosen, its semantics will be
de1ned as a function mS; I V which, given an update program , gives the interpretation
of  as a relation mS; I V () on the possible worlds of S. In this section, we assume that
mS; I V is given for atomic updates. The next de1nition shows how this semantics can
be extended to update programs. In next Section 4, we then de1ne mS; I V for atomic
updates.
Denition 2.18. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A and let I V be a variable
interpretation on A. The extension of mS; I V from atomic updates to update programs,
is de1ned by structural induction (simultaneously with the semantics of formulas given
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in De1nition 2.20) as
mS; I V (?) = {(w; w) ∈ S 2 | S; w; I V |= };
mS; I V (; ) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | ∃v ∈ S: (w; v) ∈ mS; I V () and
(v; w ) ∈ mS; I V ()};
mS; I V (+) = mS; I V () ∪ mS; I V ();
mS; I V (∗ ) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | ∃n¿1; w1 ; : : : ; wn ∈ S: w1 = w and
wn = w and ∀i (16i ¡ n): (wi ; wi+1 ) ∈ mS; I V ()}:
The successor worlds function which is de1ned next, is often more convenient than
the function mS; I V .
Denition 2.19. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in
S, let I V be a variable interpretation and let  be an update. Then a world w in S
is an -successor world of w (with respect to I V ) iL (w; w ) ∈ mS; I V (). The set of all
-successor worlds of w in structure S (with respect to I V ) is written succS; I V ()(w)
(so succS; I V ()(w) = {w ∈ S | (w; w ) ∈ mS; I V ()}).
Denition 2.20. Let S be a structure on the algebra A, let w be a world in S and
let I V be a variable interpretation. We write S; w; I V |=  for a formula  if  is true
in world w of structure S under variable interpretation I V . The relation |= is de1ned
by structural induction (simultaneously with the semantics of update programs given
in De1nition 2.18) as
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V

|= pT
|= pT
|= t = t 
|= 1 ∨ 2
|= ¬
|= ∃x

S; w; I V |= []

T A;w;I V ∈ pA ; for p ∈ NUPred
T A;w;I V ∈ w(p); for p ∈ UPred
t A;w;I V = t A;w;I V
S; w; I V |= 1 or S; w; I V |= 2
S; w; I V |= 
∃d ∈ sA : S; w; I V {x → d} |= ;
for x a variable of sort s
⇔ ∀w ∈ S with (w; w ) ∈ mS; I V (): S; w ; I V |= 
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

We write S; w |=  if for all I V , S; w; I V |= , we write S |=  if for all w ∈ S: S; w |= 
and we write |=  ( is valid) if for all structures S: S |= . For a set of formulas ),
we write S; w; I V |= ) iL for all  ∈ ): S; w; I V |= . All other cases (S; w |= ), etc.)
are derived from this de1nition, similar as done for single formulas. A formula  is
called satis:able if there is a structure S, world w in S and variable interpretation I V
such that S; w; I V |= .
First-order formulas do not contain modalities, so they can already be evaluated
in a possible world under some variable interpretation, without needing a structure (as
there is no “reference” to other possible worlds in 1rst-order formulas). For a 1rst-order
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formula , we therefore write w; I V |=  and this relation |= is de1ned by the 1rst six
clauses in De1nition 2.20. By a completely straightforward induction proof on the
structure of , we can then prove for all structures S on A which contain w that
S; w; I V |=  ⇔ w; I V |= ; this proof is omitted.
For the modal “diamond”, the semantics can be derived from the semantics of the
“box” and the de1nition of the diamond in terms of the box. This yields
S; w; I V |=  ⇔ ∃w ∈ S: (w; w ) ∈ mS; I V () and S; w ; I V |= :
By a straightforward induction on the structure of  it can be proven that changing
the interpretation of free variables does not alter the truth value of a formula. More
precisely, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.21. A is an algebra; S be a structure on A; w be a world in S; I V and
I V are variable interpretations on A then for any formula  and for all variables
x ∈ FV () with I V (x) = I V (x) we have
S; w; I V |=  ⇔ S; w; I V |= :
Proof. The straightforward induction proof on the structure of  is omitted.
We list a number of standard properties which the semantics of 1rst-order update
logic shares with the semantics of 1rst-order modal logic. The straightforward proofs
of these properties are omitted.
Proposition 2.22. Let A be an algebra; let S be a structure on A; let w be a world
in S and let I V be a variable interpretation on A. Then
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V
S; w; I V

|= true
|= false
|= t = t 
|= T = T 
|= T = T 
|=  ∧
|=  →
|=  ↔
|= ∃x1 ; : : : ; xn 

t A;w;I V = t A;w;I V
T A;w;I V = T A;w;I V
T A;w;I V = T A;w;I V
S; w; I V |=  and S; w; I V |=
if S; w; I V |=  then S; w; I V |=
S; w; I V |=  iL S; w; I V |=
there is a variable int:I V with S; w; I V |= 
andI V Var\{x1 ;:::;xn } = I V Var\{x1 ;:::;xn }
S; w; I V |= ∀x1 ; : : : ; xn  ⇔ for all variable int:I V withI V Var\{x1 ;:::;xn } =
I V Var\{x1 ;:::;xn } : S; w; I V |= 
S; w; I V |= 
⇔ ∃w ∈ succS; I V ()(w): S; w ; I V |= 
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

2.3. Axioms
To get an axiomatization for regular 1rst-order update logic, we adapt a standard
axiomatization for dynamic logic. Fig. 2 gives the axioms and inference rules of regular
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Fig. 2. Axioms and inference rules of regular 1rst-order update logic.

1rst-order update logic. All axioms and rules except the frame axioms are standard
axioms and rules for a normal 1rst-order modal (dynamic) logic with constant domains.
Frame axioms (FrNUTerm1), (FrNUTerm2), (FrNUPred1) and (FrNUPred2) just state
that the interpretation of non-updateable symbols does not change under updates. The
terms used in axioms (FrNUPred1) and (FRNUPred2) must be non-updateable because
otherwise, the update  could change these terms and then the axiom would actually
state that the interpretation of the non-updateable symbol changes.
Soundness of all axioms but the frame axioms is standard. For the frame axioms,
soundness almost immediately follows with Lemma 2.17; details are omitted.
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Completeness with respect to truth in all structures should be provable along the same
lines as the standard Henkin completeness proof for 1rst-order modal logic. Note that
such a completeness proof for FUL does not help us much in proving completeness when
we have speci1ed the update language. The axiomatization given above is ( just like the
syntax and declarative semantics) parametrized by the atomic updates that we choose.
When particular alphabet of atomic updates is given, we need to provide additional
axioms for these updates. Completeness is still a subject of study (see Section 4.4).
2.4. Representation of database states
The declarative semantics of 1rst-order update logic interprets an update program as
an accessibility relation on possible worlds. An operational semantics should de1ne for
each update program an operation on database states (which are sets of formulas) that,
in a sense to be explained, corresponds to the accessibility relation on possible worlds.
When we give an operational semantics for the (atomic) updates, we usually need to
make some assumptions on the format of the database states. An important choice we
must make is the amount of inde:nite information we allow in the database state.
A fairly strong restriction is, not to allow inde1nite information at all; this choice
results in de:nite database states.
Before we de1ne de1nite database states, we need an operational semantics for the
non-updateable function and predicate symbols. We have chosen to use term-rewriting.
For the precise de1nitions of term rewriting system, strong normalization, con>uence
(or Church-Rosser) and normal form, we refer to [13, 25]. We assume that NUPred = ∅
and that we have a set E only containing equations that, read from left to right, form
a strongly normalizing and conQuent term rewriting system. In such a term rewriting
system, every term has a unique normal form, which can be computed in a 1nite
amount of time. How the normal form computation takes place is irrelevant here, we
just assume that we have a function normalize that performs this computation (so
normalize is a function from the immutable terms to the immutable terms).
We now give the de1nition of a de1nite database state. For the predicate symbols,
we use a relational interpretation. For the updateable function symbols in a database
state, we consider formulas that give the same result on their whole domain, except
for some 1nite number of domain values on which an explicit other function result is
de1ned.
Denition 2.23. A de:nite database state is a set of formulas, containing
• for every p ∈ UPred a formula, the extension formula of p, of the form
∀xR pxR ↔ (xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tm );
where xR is a tuple of diLerent variables and T1 ; : : : ; Tm are tuples of immutable terms
that are in normal form;
• for every f ∈ UFun a formula, the extension formula of f, of the form
R xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm → fxR = t);
fT1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧ fTm = tm ∧ ∀x(
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where xR is a tuple of diLerent variables, T1 ; : : : ; Tm are tuples of immutable terms
that are in normal form such that if i = j, then Ti = Tj , and t1 ; : : : ; tm ; t are immutable
terms that are in normal form.
Intuitively, the extension formula for a predicate symbol de1nes the interpretation
of the predicate symbol as a speci1c 1nite set of tuples. The extension formula for a
function symbol de1nes the value of the function on all its arguments. This formula
contains a default part end an exception part. The exception part fT1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧
fTm = tm explicitly de1nes the value of the function on some speci1c (1nite number
of) arguments. The default part ∀ xR ( xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm → f xR = t) de1nes the value of
the function on all other arguments.
The terms that are used in a de1nite database state are constant terms in normal
form, because this is the way databases are practically used: for instance you do not
store the fact that the age of a certain person is 2 ∗ 5 + 10 in a database, but you store
the fact that the age of that person is 20.
It is convenient to view the update actions as set operations. We therefore assume
that de1nite database states are given as functions that, given an updateable predicate symbol, produce a set {T1 ; : : : ; Tm } and given a function symbol, produce a tuple
(t; {(T1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (Tm ; tm )}) (using the notation of the above de1nition). If f is such a
representation of a function, then we just write the standard fT (for T a tuple of closed
terms in normal form) for the result of applying the function. In this representation of
de1nite database states, the speci1c choice of variables used in the database state is
lost, but that is irrelevant information anyway.
In Appendix A.4 it is proven that for every algebra A and every de1nite database
state DB, there is a unique possible world on A (written as pwA (DB)) in which DB is
true. (A de1nite database state is a 1rst-order logic formula, so for its evaluation, we do
not need a structure, just a world.) Next, we give the formal de1nition of pwA (DB).
Denition 2.24. Let A be an algebra and let DB be a de1nite database state. Then
pwA (DB) is the possible world on A, which is de1ned for every p ∈ UPred as:
{T A | T ∈ DB(p)} and for every f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UFun with DB(f) = (t; {(T1 ; t1 ); : : : ;
(Tn ; tn )} as the function that assigns tiA to tuples of arguments Ti A (for all i with
16i6n) and t A to other tuples of arguments.
Database states contain only immutable terms in normal form. Therefore, if we want
to store terms we have computed, we must 1rst make sure that they are immutable
terms in normal form.
Denition 2.25. Let t be a closed term and DB be a database state. The term mc(t; DB)
(make a immutable term of t with DB giving the interpretation of the updateable
function symbols) is de1ned inductively as

normalize(f(mc(T; DB))) if f ∈ NUFun;
mc(fT; DB) =
DB(f)(mc(T; DB))
if f ∈ UFun:
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Here, mc(T; DB) for a tuple of closed terms T = (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) is de1ned as the tuple of
(closed) terms (in normal form): (mc(t1 ; DB); : : : ; mc(tn ; DB)).
The next lemma “links” the functions pwA and mc.
Lemma 2.26. Let DB be a de:nite database state; let t be a closed term and let A
be a model of E. Then
mc(t; DB)A = t A;pwA (DB) :
The proof is given in Appendix A.4.
The de1nite operational semantics is fairly restrictive and therefore the advantages
of logic over the relational model (the possibilities to include explicit negative information and disjunctive information in the database state) have vanished. We discuss
what options we have to include (some forms of) explicit negative information and
disjunctive information in the database states. We concentrate on inde1nite information
for the predicate symbols.
More general de:nite databases: The de1nite database states described in this section only contain a 1nite amount of explicit positive information for every predicate
symbol (just like in the relational model). We can generalize this to also allow a 1nite
amount of explicit negative information about predicate symbols in database states.
A database state then contains for every predicate symbol, a formula of the form
∀ xR p xR ↔ ( xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tm ) or a formula of the form ∀ xR ¬p xR ↔ ( xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR
= Tm ) (see De1nition 2.23).
Local :nite inde:nite information databases: We can include inde1nite information by allowing for every predicate symbol instead of a formula of the format of
De1nition 2.23, disjunctions of such formulas. This approach can also be combined
with the explicit negative information approach. The kind of inde1niteness described
here is called local, because we can only specify disjunctive information for single
predicate symbols at a time; disjunctions over more than one predicate symbol cannot
be speci1ed. (Of course, we may have inde1nite information on both p and q separately, but we can, for instance, not have the information that p(a) ∨ q(b) must be
true.) The inde1niteness is 1nite, as there are still only 1nitely many interpretations
of the predicate symbols that satisfy the formulas in the database state (as opposed to
exactly one interpretation for relational database states).
Local in:nite inde:nite information databases: A local 1nite inde1nite information
database cannot contain the information that the value of one of the attributes in some
tuple of some relation can be anything (is “unknown”), as the domain of the attribute
can in general be in1nite. A very general way to include such inde1niteness, is to have
for every predicate symbol, a formula of the form ∀ xR p xR ↔ , where  is a boolean
combination of equations containing no variables other than those in xR .
Global inde:nite information databases: Here we want to lift the restriction that a
single “chunk” of inde1nite information only concerns one predicate symbol. How to
do this in a general way, while still being able to de1ne the interpretation of atomic
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update actions, is not clear to us. Just as for local inde1nite information databases, we
can make the distinction between 1nite and in1nite inde1niteness.
Of all the options described above, we only consider the local 1nite inde1nite database states in some more detail, as they are still fairly easy to handle.
Denition 2.27. A local :nite inde:nite database state is a set of closed formulas,
containing for every p ∈ UPred the extension formula of p, which has the form
∀ xR (p xR ↔ ( xR = T1; 1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = T1; m1 )) ∨
···
∨
∀ xR (p xR ↔ ( xR = Tn; 1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn; mn ))
and for every f ∈ UFun the extension formula of f, which has the same form as
in De1nition 2.23. Here xR is a tuple of diLerent variables of the arity of p and
T1; 1 ; : : : ; Tn; mn are tuples of constant terms that are in normal form. We require n¿1
(we want a database state to be satis1able), but mi may be zero; the formula ∀ xR (p xR ↔
( xR = Ti; 1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Ti; mi )) then is equivalent to ∀ xR (p xR ↔ false).
The very simple kind of inde1nite information introduced in the previous de1nition
is the only kind of inde1nite information we will use. Without possible confusion,
we can therefore write “inde1nite database state” instead of “local 1nite inde1nite
database state”. To give the operational semantics of atomic updates as set operations, we identify an inde1nite database state DB with a function that assigns to every
predicate symbol, a set of sets of tuples of immutable terms. Using the notation of
De1nition 2.27, we get DB(p) = {{T1;1 ; : : : ; T1;m1 }; : : : ; {Tn; 1 ; : : : ; Tn; mn }}. As the choice
of variables in an inde1nite database state is not relevant, we do not lose any information by using this alternative representation.
2.5. Operational semantics for regular operators
We consider a Plotkin-style operational semantics [31] for the update language of
A Plotkin-style operational semantics consists of a proof system for transitions
between con:gurations.

FUL.

Denition 2.28. A con:guration is either a database state /, or a pair /;  with /
a database state and  an update program. A transition has the form /;  → / (for
the 1nal step of the computation) or /;  → / ;   (for an intermediate step in the
computation).
Remember that in our approach, a database state is a 1nite set of closed, non-modal
formulas. A transition relation is de1ned by means of transition rules of the form
DB1 ; 1  → conf1 ; DB2 ; 2  → conf2 ; : : : ; DBn ; n  → confn
:
DB;  → conf
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Fig. 3. The transition rules for the regular operators.

Fig. 4. Relation between operational and declarative semantics.

In this rule, conf ; conf 1 ; : : : ; conf n are con1gurations. The operational semantics is given
by structural induction, so all i in a transition rule will be subprograms
of . The rule tells us that the transition DB;  → conf can be made if all transitions DBi ; i  → conf i are possible. The transitions DBi ; i  → conf i are therefore
called the premises of the transition rule, and DB;  → conf is called the conclusion
of the transition rule. Of course, if we want to have any transitions at all, we need
rules with an empty list of conditions (n = 0). We present such a rule, by only writing
down the part below the line.
Fig. 3 gives the operational semantics for the regular operators by means of a transition system. The transition rules de1ne the transition relation → as the minimal
relation that satis1es (all instances of) the rules. Let →∗ be the transitive closure of
this relation. Then DB;  →∗ DB means that there is an execution of  in DB that
leads to DB .
An operational semantics for database updates must be sound and complete with
respect to the declarative semantics in the following sense. Fig. 4 illustrates the idea
that if we start with a database state DB, the following two paths should lead to the
same possible world:
1. compute DB with the operational semantics of  and then take the declarative
semantics of the resulting relational database state DB ;
2. take the declarative semantics of DB (a unique possible world) and then determine
the  successor world in the declarative semantics.
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Soundness is the statement that, given a path 1, a path 2 exists which makes the
diagram commute and completeness is the statement that, given a path 2, a path 1
exists which makes the diagram commute. We will prove soundness and completeness
for two choices of atomic updates, relational algebra assignment (Section 3) and logic
database updates (Section 4).

3. Relational algebra update logic (RAUL)
Regular 1rst-order update logic is an update logic parametrized by a set of atomic
updates. In this section we choose relational algebra assignments as our atomic updates.
To keep the treatment simple, we only consider atomic updates and leave regular
update programs out of consideration. This is not a restriction, because all results of
this section remain valid when we add regular operators to the update language. The
choice of atomic updates and the choice of process combinators are orthogonal to each
other.
We call the version of FUL with relational algebra updates and without regular process combinators RAUL, for relational algebra update language. We de1ne the syntax, axioms and declarative semantics for RAUL and give an operational semantics.
RAUL can be viewed as an extension of relational algebra with assignment. Syntax,
axioms and declarative semantics for extensions of domain calculus and tuple calculus with assignment are studied by Spruit [33]. The operational semantics of RAUL
will be used to de1ne the operational semantics of dynamic database logic, introduced
later.
Function symbols are not part of the usual de1nitions of relational algebra [12, 36].
In FUL, we included non-updateable function symbols right from the start to reduce
the mismatch between database languages (based on predicates) and programming languages (in which functions play a central role). Function symbols are easily integrated
in the syntax of relational algebra: where relational algebra uses constants and variables, we may now use terms. We build upon the general framework for regular
1rst-order update logics that is given in Section 2. Although relational algebra has no
construction to update function symbols, the inclusion of updateable function symbols
causes no extra complexity in the de1nition of the declarative semantics and axiomatization of the languages, so we do not bother to throw the updateable function symbols
out.
In the relational database model, attributes are referred to by name [12, 36], whereas
in logic, “attributes” are referred to by position (in the list of arguments of a predicate
symbol). We need to refer to these positions syntactically (for instance for the projection operator in relational algebra), so we need some syntactical representation for the
positions. We assume we have a set N of such representations. In examples, we will
use boldface natural numbers in decimal notation for the elements of N. Note that FUL
(and hence RAUL) allow the speci1cation of abstract data types. In order to make sure
that notations for positions can always be distinguished from constants and variables
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Table 1
Relational databases in logic
Relational database

Logic

Relation name
Table
Attribute

Updateable predicate symbol
Extension of updateable predicate symbol
Position

introduced in a speci1cation, we assume that the sets of constants and variables do not
contain elements of N. Note that a constant may still be a representation of a natural
number; it just has to be a diLerent representation than the one in N. For instance
we could use succ(succ(zero)) as a constant that denotes 2 and 2 as the element of
N that denotes the second argument position of a predicate. We use i; j; n; m etc., for
natural numbers, and k; l, etc., for syntactical representations of positions (elements of
N). Moreover, we write [[k]] for the interpretation of the syntactic object k ∈ N as a
natural number. The de1nition of relational algebra below uses the positional notation
for attributes and therefore diLers slightly from the common de1nitions used in the relational model. This diLerence is, however, not important. Using positions, we roughly
translate relational database theory concepts to logic as given in Table 1.
The relational algebra consists of the following 1ve basic operators:
Product: Cartesian product of two relations.
Selection: Select some rows of a relation (given a boolean combination of comparisons).
Union: Set union of two relations (that must be “union compatible”).
DiAerence: Set diLerence of two relations (that must be “union compatible”).
Projection: Select some columns of a relation.
Other well-known relational operators, like for instance the “join” can be expressed
in terms of the 1ve basic operators above.
To illustrate how these operators can be used to de1ne a relation in terms of existing
relations, we give one (informal) example which uses the Cartesian product, selection
and projection operators (for a more detailed introduction to the relational algebra, we
refer to [12, 36]). Assume we have two relations person(id; name) and parent(id1 ; id2 ).
Furthermore, assume person and parent  are copies of person and parent, respectively.
Then the following relational algebra expression gives the pairs of names of persons
that are in the “grandparent” relation to each other:
((person × parent × parent  × person ) where
(person:id = parent:id1 ∧
parent:id2 = parent  :id1 ∧
parent  :id2 = person :id
)) [person:name; person :name]
In the next sections, we introduce the syntax, the declarative semantics, a proof
system and an operational semantics for RAUL.
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We de1ne four syntactic classes: the relational algebra tests, the relational algebra expressions, the relational algebra updates and the relational algebra formulas. Relational
algebra tests are just boolean combinations of attribute–constant or attribute–attribute
comparisons. They are used as the condition in the relational algebra selection operator. Relational algebra expressions are well known from relational database theory:
they de1ne a relation in terms of existing relations, using the 1ve relational algebra
operators. Relational algebra updates are used to make the computed result of a relational algebra expression “permanent”, by assigning it to a predicate symbol. Finally,
the relational algebra formulas are plain 1rst-order update logic formulas, where we
use the relational algebra updates as atomic updates.
Denition 3.1. The relational algebra tests are parametrized by a tuple of sort symbols
(s1 ; : : : ; sn ) and de1ned inductively as
1. k = t is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test, for any k ∈ N with 16[[k]]6n and
any immutable term t of sort s[[k]] ;
2. k = l is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test, for any k; l ∈ N with 16[[k]]; [[l]]6n
and s[[k]] = s[[l]] ;
3. 1 ∨ 2 is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test, for any (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra
tests 1 and 2 ;
4. ¬ is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test, for any (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test
;
5. the only (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra tests are those, given by 1– 4.
The relational algebra tests k = t and l are the atomic tests; they test if an attribute
(identi1ed by its place) is equal to a term or to an other attribute. Clauses 3 and 4
state that relational algebra tests are formed by taking boolean combinations of the
atomic tests. (We just assume other boolean connectives, like ∧ and → are de1ned
in the standard way in terms of ∨ and ¬.) Note that if  is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational
algebra test, then it is also an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ; sn+1 ; : : : ; sn+m ) relational algebra test, for any
sort symbols sn+1 ; : : : ; sn+m .
Denition 3.2. The relational algebra expressions are parametrized by a tuple of sort
symbols (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) and de1ned inductively as
1. p is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra expression, for any p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred;
2. e1 ∪ e2 and e1 \e2 are (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra expressions, for any (s1 ; : : : ; sn )
relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 ;
3. e1 × e2 is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ; sn+1 ; : : : ; sn+m ) relational algebra expression, for any (s1 ; : : : ;
sn ) relational algebra expression e1 and (sn+1 ; : : : sn+m ) relational algebra expression
e2 ;
4. e[k1 ; : : : ; kn ] is an m(s[[k1 ]] ; : : : ; s[[kn ]] ) relational algebra expression, for any (s1 ; : : : ; sm )
relational algebra expression e and k1 ; : : : ; kn ∈ N with 16[[k1 ]]¡ · · · ¡[[kn ]]6m;
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5. e where  is an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra expression, for any (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra expression e and (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test ;
6. The only relational algebra expressions, are those given by 1–5.
The above de1nition gives a speci1c notation for the relational algebra operators.
Of course, ∪ is union, \ is diLerence, × is product, [· · ·] is projection and where is
selection. Note that in clause 4. we must have m¿n. Also note that in clause 1. we do
not allow non-updateable predicate symbols, as they in general may have an in1nite
extension.
Denition 3.3. A relational algebra update has the form p := e, for p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈
UPred and e an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra expression.
Intuitively, the assignment p := e is an action that computes the value of e (a relation, which is just a set of tuples) and assigns the result to the updateable predicate
symbol p.
Denition 3.4. We use the relational algebra updates as update actions in De1nition 2.5
and we call the resulting set of formulas the relational algebra formulas.
All actions  we consider, are of the form p := e. These actions are deterministic;
if we know exactly what is true before the update, then we know exactly what holds
after the update. Moreover, p := e actions are always successful; there always is a next
state of this update action. Therefore, the relational algebra formulas [p := e] and
p := e are equivalent (true in the same worlds of the same structures). The reader
may check this equivalence as an exercise for the declarative semantics that is given
in the next section.
3.2. Declarative semantics of

RAUL

Intuitively, the four syntactic classes de1ned in the previous section are given a
semantics in the following way:
• A relational test, evaluated for a single tuple of domain elements, yields either true
or false. (This evaluation presupposes some algebra.)
• A relational algebra expression is evaluated in a possible world and yields a set of
tuples.
• A relational algebra update is evaluated in a structure and yields a relation on
possible worlds. This relation gives which world results if we execute a relational
algebra update in a world.
• A relational algebra formula is evaluated in a possible world of a structure under a
variable interpretation and yields true or false.
We now give the semantics of the four syntactic classes formally.
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Denition 3.5. Let A be an algebra and let (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) be a tuple of sort symbols.
The relation |=A between tuples from s1A × · · · × snA and (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational tests is
de1ned inductively as
(d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A
(d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A
(d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A
(d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A

k=t
k=l
1 ∨  2
¬

⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

d[[k]] = t A
d[[k]] = d[[l]]
(d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A 1 or (d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A 2
(d1 ; : : : ; dn ) |=A :

Note that in fact, we have a relation |=A for every tuple of sorts (s1 ; : : : ; sn ), but
as no confusion can arise, this tuple is not given as a subscript of |=. Moreover, the
subscript A is usually also omitted from |=A if no confusion can arise.
The symbols ∪, \ and × we used above in the syntax of RAUL, are also used below as
the notation for the standard set operations union, set diLerence and Cartesian product.
Furthermore, we use a (semantic) projection operation, which we de1ne explicitly as
it is less standard.
Denition 3.6. Let n and m be natural numbers and let i1 ; : : : ; in be a sequence of natural numbers such that 16i1 ¡ · · · ¡in 6m. Then for all m-tuples dR = (d1 ; : : : ; dm ), we
R 1 ; : : : ; in ] to be the n-tuple (di1 ; : : : ; din ). For a set of m-tuples D, D[i1 ; : : : ; in ]
de1ne d[i
R 1 ; : : : ; in ] | dR ∈ D}.
is de1ned as the following set of n-tuples: {d[i
Denition 3.7. Let A be an algebra and let w be a possible world on A. We extend
w inductively to relational algebra expressions as follows:
w(e1 ∪ e2 ) = w(e1 ) ∪ w(e2 );
w(e1 \e2 ) = w(e1 )\w(e2 );
w(e1 × e2 ) = w(e1 ) × w(e2 );
w(e[k1 ; : : : ; kn ]) = w(e)[[[k1 ]]; : : : ; [[kn ]]];
w(e where ) = {dR ∈ w(e) | dR |= }:
Denition 3.8. Let S be a structure on the algebra A. We de1ne the function mS
which takes a relational algebra update p := e and gives a relation on S as follows:
mS (p := e) = {(w; w ) ∈ S × S | w = w{p → w(e)}}:
Next to stating how the extension of p changes under the update p := e, the above
de1nition also states that the extensions of all other predicate symbols remain the
same (frame assumption). Note that as relational algebra updates do not contain free
variables, we omit the subscript I V from mS; I V . (The meaning function mS; I V was
introduced in De1nition 2.18.) Using the de1nition of mS , De1nition 2.20 gives the
semantics of relational algebra formulas.
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RAUL

In this section, we axiomatize truth of relational algebra formulas in full structures. This is not quite satisfactory (but at the moment, it is the best we can do), as
truth in full structures does not coincide with truth in relational structures (de1ned in
De1nition 2.12). Consider the formula
∀x(x = inc(x)) → ¬(p(zero) ∧ ∀x(p(x) → p(inc(x))):
This formula states that the extension of p does not contain all elements from an
in1nite domain. Therefore, this formula is true in relational structures, but is in general
not true in full structures.
We take the axiomatization of FUL and add axioms that are speci1c for the relational
algebra updates. For the axiomatization of the selection operator, we need simultaneous
substitution of terms for positions in relational algebra tests. This way, we can “translate” relational algebra tests to 1rst-order logic formulas. We de1ne this simultaneous
substitution rather informally.
Denition 3.9. Let  be an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test and let T = (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) be
a tuple of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn , respectively. Then the simultaneous substitution of
the terms in T for positions in , denoted [T=N] is the 1rst-order logic formula that
we get by replacing all occurrences of l in  by t[[l]] , for all l ∈ N with 16[[l]]6n.
Fig. 5 gives an axiom system for RAUL. Appendix A.1 contains soundness proofs of
these axioms with respect to full structures. In the next paragraphs, we give intuitive
explanations of the axioms.
Axioms (PosAt) and (NegAt) are evident; with these axioms we can derive that the
extension of p after the update is the same as the extension of q before the update.
Note that only an axiom (Atom) [p := q]pT ↔ qT is not suScient. In particular, if
we only have (Atom), then we cannot derive (NegAt). However, it is not too dif1cult to show that the axiom (Atom) in combination with the determinism axiom
p := qpT → [p := q]pT is equivalent with the combination of (NegAt) and (PosAt).
The axioms (Disj) and (DiL) are also evident. For the axiom (DiL), we note that
as the “box” and “diamond” coincide for RAUL (because all update actions are functional and successor worlds always exist), we could also have written [p := e2 ]¬pT
instead of ¬[p := e2 ]pT in this axiom. For the axiom (Prod), we see that we need
to have extra predicate symbols p1 and p2 of the correct sorts; for instance, we can
only use the axiom for the update p := p[1] × p[2] (for a binary predicate symbol
p: s1 ; s2  ∈ UPred), if we also have unary (updateable) predicate symbols of sorts s1
and s2 . This is also true for the axiom (Proj): p is a way to refer to the extension of
e syntactically. The axiom (Sel) “translates” a relational algebra test in a selection to
a 1rst-order logic formula (so that we can reason about it in the proof system).
The frame axioms (FrUFun1) and (FrUFun2) state that updateable function symbols do not change under relational algebra updates; frame axioms FrUPred1) and
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Fig. 5. Axioms for

RAUL.

(FrUPred2) state that all updateable predicate symbols that are not explicitly updated, have the same interpretation after the update as they had before the update.
For the non-updateable predicate and function symbols, we already have the FUL axioms (FrNUTerm), (FrNUPred1) and (FrNUPred2) (see Fig. 2).
3.4. Example correctness proof in

RAUL

We give an example of how the axiomatization can be used to prove that an implementation of an update is correct, relative to its speci1cation.
Example 3.10. Assume person ∈ Sorts, p : person; person ∈ UPred and gp : person;
person ∈ UPred. The intended meaning of p(a; b) is that a is a parent of b; the
intended meaning of gp(a; b) is that a is a grandparent of b. Now, suppose we know
that the p relation is 1lled correctly and that we have to compute the gp relation. The
speci1cation of this update is as follows: we have to 1nd a relational algebra update
 such that
∀x; z( []gp(x; z) ↔ ∃y(p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z)))
This speci1cation states that after the update, x is a grandparent of z iL before the
update there is a person y such that x is a parent of y and z is a child of y. The
speci1cation also should contain frame assumptions that state that the interpretations
of all predicate symbols other than gp do not change under the update . As the frame
assumptions in a speci1cation can always easily be proven with the frame axioms, we
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have ignored the frame assumptions here. The update  can be implemented in the
following way:
 = gp := ((p × p) where 2 = 3)[1; 4]:
To show that this implementation is correct, we must prove that the formula
∀x; z([gp := ((p × p) where 2 = 3)[1; 4]] gp (x; z) ↔ ∃y(p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z)))
is a theorem in the axiomatization of RAUL. Below, we give a derivation of this formula
in the proof system. We mainly want to illustrate the relational algebra axioms, and
we have therefore used some shortcuts: if a formula follows from some other formulas
by straightforward 1rst-order modal logic reasoning (or is a 1rst-order modal logic
theorem), then we just write “foml” (for 1rst-order modal logic). As a special case,
we write “re” for the derivable inference rule of replacing equivalent subformulas.
We assume an extra predicate symbol p4 : person; person; person; person ∈ UPred
is present (without such an extra predicate symbol, the proof is impossible). We also
use the “axiom” (Atom). This is not really an axiom, but it follows easily from the
axioms (PosAt) and (NegAt); see the discussion immediately following the axioms.
1. [p := p]p(x; y) ↔ p(x; y) (Atom)
2. [p := p]p(y; z) ↔ p(y; z) (Atom)
3. [p4 := p × p]p4 (x; y; y; z) ↔
[p := p]p(x; y) ∧ [p := p]p(y; z) (Prod)
4. [p4 := p × p]p4 (x; y; y; z) ↔ p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z) re, 3, 2, 1
5. [p4 := (p × p) where 2 = 3]p4 (x; x2 ; x3 ; z) ↔
[p4 := p × p]p4 (x; x2 ; x3 ; z) ∧ x2 = x3 (Sel)
6. ∃x2 ; x3 [p4 := (p × p) where 2 = 3]p4 (x; x2 ; x3 ; z) ↔
∃y([p4 := p × p]p4 (x; y; y; z)) foml, 5
7. ∃x2 ; x3 [p4 := (p × p) where 2 = 3]p4 (x; x2 ; x3 ; z) ↔
∃y(p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z)) re, 6, 4
8. ∃x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 ([p4 := (p × p) where 2 = 3]p4 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 )
∧ x = x1 ∧ z = x4 ) ↔ ∃ y(p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z)) foml, 7
9. [gp := ((p × p) where 2 = 3)[1; 4]]gp(x; z) ↔
∃x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 (x = x1 ∧ z = x4 ∧
[p4 := (p × p) where 2 = 3]p4 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4 )) (Proj)
10. [gp := ((p × p) where 2 = 3)[1; 4]]gp(x; z) ↔
∃y(p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z)) re, 9, 8
11. ∀x; z([gp := ((p × p) where 2 = 3)[1; 4]]gp(x; z) ↔
∃ y(p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z))) (UnGen), 10
3.5. Operational de:nite semantics of

RAUL

Using de1nite database states as de1ned in Section 2.4 (De1nition 2.24), we give
the transition rules for the update language of RAUL. As we only have atomic actions
in RAUL, all transitions we can derive result in a database state (and not in a general
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con1guration). But as already noted at the start of this section, we can easily add the
regular operators and their transition rules to RAUL to get an operational semantics for
a regular language with relational algebra assignments as atomic actions.
In de1nite database states, we store both information on the updateable predicate
symbols and the updateable function symbols. RAUL contains no update actions for the
updateable function symbols, so for all transitions DB;  → DB we can derive in the
transition system, the information on the updateable function symbols in DB will be
the same as the information on the updateable function symbols in DB.
For the operational semantics of the selection operator, we 1rst de1ne an evaluation
function that evaluates the truth value of a relational algebra test in a relational database
state. This function resembles the semantics of relational algebra tests very closely, but
is formulated as a function that is intended to be computed (instead of a declarative
de1nition).
Denition 3.11. Let A be an algebra, let  be a (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test and
let s be a 1nite set of tuples of constant terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn that are in normal
form. The set cs(s; ) (the computed selection of tuples of s that satisfy ) is de1ned
inductively on the structure of  as
• cs(s; k = t) = {(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) ∈ s | t[[k]] = normalize(t)};
• cs(s; k = l) = {(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) ∈ s | t[[k]] = t[[l]] };
• cs(s;  ∨ ) = cs(s; ) ∪ cs(s; );
• cs(s; ¬) = s\cs(s; ).
The function cs is computable, because all sets of tuples are 1nite, and normalize
is a computable function.
Next to the function cs, we also use ∪, \ and × as the familiar set operations union,
diLerence and Cartesian product in the transition rules. Moreover, we use the projection
operator as given in De1nition 3.6. The transition rules for the atomic updates of RAUL
are given in Table 2.
In Appendix A.2 we prove that the operational de1nite semantics of RAUL is equivalent to the declarative semantics of atomic relational algebra updates in full structures
on initial algebras. We do not have the equivalence with respect to the declarative semantics in arbitrary structures on arbitrary algebras. The reasons for this are as follows:
• For the operational semantics of the function symbols in RAUL, we use term rewriting. Therefore, we assumed in Section 2.4 the equations (of some given equational
speci1cation), read from left to right, form a strongly normalizing and conQuent
term rewriting system. Under these circumstances, term rewriting operationalizes the
initial algebra [13, 25]. Naturally, we then can only expect to have soundness and
completeness of the operational semantics with respect to the declarative semantics
of updates in structures that are based on an initial algebra (and not structures based
on an arbitrary algebra).
• There is no notion of restricting the allowed relational database states in the operational semantics. In other words, in the operational semantics, we assume that all
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The transition rules for de1nite
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RAUL

(TAtom)

DB; p := q → DB{p → DB(q)}

(TDisj)

DB; p := e1  → DB1 ; DB; p := e2  → DB2
DB; p := e1 ∪ e2  → DB{p → DB1 (p) ∪ DB2 (p)}

(TDiL )

DB; p := e1  → DB1 ; DB; p := e2  → DB2
DB; p := e1 \ e2  → DB{p → DB1 (p) \ DB2 (p)}

(TProd)

DB; p1 := e1  → DB1 ; DB; p2 := e2  → DB2
DB; p := e1 × e2  → DB{p → DB1 (p1 ) × DB2 (p2 )}

(TProj)

DB; q := e → DB
DB; p := e[k1 ; : : : ; kn ] → DB{p → DB (q)[[[k1 ]]; : : : ; [[kn ]]]}

(TSel)

DB; p := e → DB
DB; p := e where  → DB{p → cs(DB (p); )}

relational database states exist. Naturally, we can then only expect to prove soundness and completeness of the operational semantics with respect to a declarative
semantics that also assumes that all (relational) states (possible worlds) are present.
We therefore use full structures, but we could also have used relational structures.
3.6. Operational inde:nite semantics of

RAUL

In this section, we consider an operational semantics of RAUL for inde1nite database
states (De1nition 2.27) instead of the de1nite database states (De1nition 2.23) that were
considered above. The declarative semantics of a relational algebra update is a relation
on possible worlds. In the declarative semantics, executing a relational algebra update
in a set of worlds is therefore already de1ned: just execute the update in every world
and take the set of all the worlds that results. As we want the operational semantics of
updates to be equivalent to the declarative semantics, we must have a similar procedure
for the operational inde1nite semantics. We can de1ne such an operational semantics
for RAUL in a surprisingly simple way: we take exactly the same transition system as
we had for the relational operational semantics, just using extensions of the operators
∪, \, ×, [· · ·] and the cs function to sets of sets of tuples. The only thing we have to
do, is to de1ne these extensions. For the standard set operators ∪, \ and ×, we have
to use a diLerent notation, as these operators are already de1ned on sets of sets of
tuples (but not with the semantics that we want here).
Denition 3.12 (Extensions of standard set operators). Let A and B be sets of sets
of elements. Then
• A ∪e B = {a ∪ b | a ∈ A and b ∈ B};
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Table 3
The transition rules for inde1nite

RAUL

(TAtom )

DB; p := q → DB{p → DB(q)}

(TDisj )

DB; p := e1  → DB1 ; DB; p := e2  → DB2
DB; p := e1 ∪ e2  → DB{p → DB1 (p) ∪e DB2 (p)}

(TDiL  )

DB; p := e1  → DB1 ; DB; p := e2  → DB2
DB; p := e1 \ e2  → DB{p → DB1 (p) \e DB2 (p)}

(TProd )

DB; p1 := e1  → DB1 ; DB; p2 := e2  → DB2
DB; p := e1 × e2  → DB{p → DB1 (p1 ) ×e DB2 (p2 )}

(TProj )

DB; q := e → DB
DB; p := e[k1 ; : : : ; kn ] → DB{p → DB (q)[[[k1 ]]; : : : ; [[kn ]]]}

(TSel )

DB; p := e → DB
DB; p := e where  → DB{p → cs(DB (p); )}

• A \e B = {a \ b | a ∈ A and b ∈ B};
• A ×e B = {a × b | a ∈ A and b ∈ B}.
The de1nition of the extension of the projection operator and the computed selection
functions to sets of sets of tuples are also straightforward.
Denition 3.13. Let n and m be natural numbers and let i1 ; : : : ; in be a sequence of
natural numbers such that 16i1 ¡ · · · ¡in 6m. Then for all sets of sets of m-tuples D,
we de1ne D[i1 ; : : : ; in ] as {D[i1 ; : : : ; in ] | D ∈ D}.
Denition 3.14. Let  be a (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test and let S be a 1nite set
of 1nite sets of tuples of immutable terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn that are in normal form.
Then cs(S; ) = {cs(s; ) | s ∈ S}.
Note that the de1nitions of the extensions of the relational operators do not seem
very operational. But the reader may check that for 1nite sets of 1nite sets of tuples,
all operations can indeed be computed in a 1nite amount of time.
As said before, the transition system we get contains exactly the same transition
rules as the existing transition system for the de1nite operational semantics of RAUL,
replacing the relational operators by their extended variants. These transition rules are
given in Table 3.
Soundness and completeness of the operational inde1nite semantics of RAUL with
respect to the declarative semantics can be proven in a similar way as was done for
the operational de1nite semantics; this proof has been omitted.
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4. Dynamic database logic (DDL)
We now turn to dynamic database logic (DDL), which is an instantiation of FUL
in which the atomic updates are insertions, updates and deletions of tuples in the
extension of base predicates or atomic updates to functions. We de1ne the syntax,
declarative semantics and axiomatization of DDL in separate subsections. Next, we note
that the axioms are sound and, for the limited case when Reiter’s domain closure and
unique naming assumptions are satis1ed, complete. Completeness in the general case
is however still an open problem. Finally, we show that the update language of DDL is
“update complete”.
4.1. Syntax of

DDL

We de1ne the atomic updates. The 1rst four clauses provide the atomic insert, delete,
change and assignment actions; the 1fth clause provides an extra operator that can be
used to model object creation.
Denition 4.1. The set of DDL update programs is de1ned as in De1nition 2.5 where
we take as atomic updates:
1. &X IpT where  is an update program (called atomic insertion), for any predicate
declaration p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred, tuple of terms T of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn , 1nite set of
variables X , and formula ;
2. &X DpT  where is an update program (called atomic deletion), for any predicate
declaration p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred, tuple of terms T of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn , 1nite set of
variables X , and formula ;
3. &X UpT → T  where  is an update program (called atomic update), for any predicate declaration p: s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred, tuples of terms T and T  of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn ,
1nite set of variables X , and formula ;
4. fT := t is an update program (called assignment), for any function declaration
f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ UFun, tuple of terms T of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn and term t of sort s;
5. +X  where  is an update program (called conditional choice), for any 1nite set
of variables X , formula  and update program .
The intuitive meaning of &XIpT where  is: for all variable interpretations of X that
make  true, simultaneously add the tuple T to the extension of p. In database terms,
one can say: for all variable interpretations of X that make  true, simultaneously insert
the tuple T into the table p. The action &X DpT  where deletes instead of inserts
tuples. If a tuple that is already present is inserted, or if a tuple that is not present is
deleted, then nothing changes. The intuitive meaning of &X UpT → T  where  is: for
all variable interpretations of X that make  true, simultaneously replace the tuple T
in p by T  . As diLerent tuples may be changed into the same tuple, and duplicates
are not stored, an atomic update to a predicate may decrease the number of tuples in
the interpretation of that predicate. The intended meaning of the atomic assignment
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fT := t is to change the value of the function f for the tuple of arguments T to t.
The intended meaning of the conditional choice +X  where  is to execute  for one
of the possible assignments to the variables in X that makes  true.
For notational convenience, when an atomic update has an empty set of variables, we
omit &∅ and when the condition part of an atomic update or conditional choice is the
formula true, we omit where true. This means we allow single tuple update programs
such as Ip(x1 ; : : : ; xn ), containing only free variables, as well as bulk updates such as
&x1 : s1 ; : : : ; xn : sn Ip(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) where (x1 ; : : : ; xn ), which are closed formulas.
We give a few example update programs. First of all, a simple example illustrating
the atomic insertion and deletion.
Example 4.2. Suppose we have a database that stores information about persons and
we have the binary predicate symbols p and gp, for the parent and grandparent relations, respectively. Then the update program
&{x; y}Dgp(x; y); &{x; y; z}Igp(x; z) where p(x; y) ∧ p(y; z)
computes the grandparent relation from the parent relation (by 1rst making the grandparent relation empty, and then 1lling it with all pairs of persons for which there is
someone that is a child of the 1rst and a parent of the second person).
Atomic update actions can be expressed in terms of atomic insert and delete actions,
provided that we have extra predicates to store temporary information. We give an
example which shows this and we argue why in general, extra predicate symbols are
necessary.
Example 4.3. Assume we have sorts id (of employee identi1ers) and nat (of natural
numbers) and assume we have the usual (non-updateable) functions and predicates on
natural numbers (like addition and less than). Furthermore, assume we have the updateable predicate symbol sal : id; nat. We give the speci1cation of the action IncSal(m)
(which increases the salaries of all employees by some 1xed amount):
sal(i; n) → [IncSal(m)] ∀n (sal(i; n ) ↔ n = n + m)
(Normally, the speci1cation should also contain frame assumptions that state that the
interpretation of all other updateable symbols remains unchanged under the IncSal(m)
action, but this is ignored for this example.) Using an atomic update, we can easily
implement IncSal(m) as follows:
IncSal(m) = &{i; n}Usal(i; n) → (i; n + m):
We now give an implementation of IncSal(m), not using atomic updates, but only
atomic insertions and deletions (and an extra temporary predicate symbol sal of which
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we do not mind how its interpretation changes under the update):
IncSal(m) = &{i; n}Dsal (i; n); &{i; n}Isal (i; n) where sal(i; n);
&{i; n}Dsal(i; n); &{i; n}Isal(i; n + m) where sal (i; n):
The 1rst line copies the extension of sal to sal and the second line then 1lls sal from
sal . This formulation of the update is awkward to say the least and the formulation
with atomic update is much easier.
The above example shows how to implement IncSal(m) with the sequential composition of atomic inserts and deletes, using an extra predicate symbol to store temporary
information. It will be clear that we can always “implement” atomic updates in such
a way: 1rst copy the contents of the updated predicate symbol to the temporary predicate symbol, delete the contents of the updated predicate symbol and 1nally “1ll” the
updated predicate symbol using the information in the temporary predicate symbol. We
now show for the above example that we can also implement the IncSal(m) action in
DDL with only insert and delete and without an extra predicate symbol. Informally, the
idea is to do the following two steps:
• As long as there is an employee with only one salary, pick such an employee and
add a tuple with an increased salary.
• As long as there is an employee with one salary that is m less than an other salary
that he has, pick such an employee and delete his lowest salary.
This is speci1ed in

DDL

in the following way (assuming that m is not 0):

(+{i; n}Isal(i; n + m) where sal(i; n) ∧ ¬∃n (sal(i; n ) ∧ n = n ))∗ ;
(∀i; n(sal(i; n) → ∃n (sal(i; n ) ∧ n = n)))?;
(+{i; n; n }Dsal(i; n) where sal(i; n) ∧ sal(i; n ) ∧ n = n + m);
(∀i; n; n (sal(i; n) ∧ sal(i; n ) → n = n ))?
There are two reasons why the above “trick” works. First of all, the employee is the
“key” of the relation and therefore we cannot have one employee with two diLerent
salaries in the initial situation. If we do not have such a constraint, then it is easy to
see that the above update program does not do what we want. Second, we have a way
to tell, when we have two tuples of the same employee in the relation, which one is the
updated tuple and which one the original (by looking which salary is higher). Without
this information we cannot do the second step of the above update program. With these
considerations, it now is easy to construct an example in which for the implementation
of an atomic update by atomic inserts and deletes, we cannot do without the extra
predicate symbols.
Example 4.4. Assume we have the sorts id (again for the person identi1ers) and sex
with constants m (for male) and f (for female). Furthermore, assume we have the
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updateable predicate symbol sex : id; sex. Now suppose (not very realistically) that
the sex of all employees needs to be reversed. This can be done with one atomic
update:
&{i; s; s }Usex(i; s) → (i; s ) where (s = m ∧ s = f) ∨ (s = f ∧ s = m)
With only insert and delete actions and without an extra predicate symbol, we cannot
give an update program that reverses the sex of all employees in the above example. We
give an informal argumentation for this statement. There are basically two approaches
to the problem: “relation at a time” updates and “tuple at a time updates”:
• The “relations at a time update” does not work, because after inserting all new
tuples, we no longer know which tuples are the original tuples and which tuples are
the new tuples (so we do not know what tuples we need to delete).
• The “tuple at a time update” (using a conditional choice in combination with a while
loop) does not work, because in a step of the while loop, we cannot distinguish
between tuples that were already updated and tuples that still have to be updated
(so we cannot prevent that a tuple is updated for the second time nor can we prevent
that a tuple is not updated at all).
So if we have no extra predicate symbols to store temporary information, it is not
always possible to replace an update action by an equivalent update program that uses
only inserts and deletes.
The next two examples show that the number of elements in the extension of p
before and after an atomic update action on p need not be the same.
Example 4.5. Consider the update action &{x} Up(x) → p(a). If we execute this update action in a world where p(b) and p(c) are true (with b = c), then after the update,
only p(a) is true, so the number of tuples in the relation p has decreased.
Example 4.6. Consider the update action &{x} Up(a) → p(x). If we execute this update action in a world where only p(a) is true, then after the update, ∀x p(x) holds,
so the number of tuples in the relation p has increased (assuming that the domain
contains at least two elements).
The reason for this non-standard behavior of the update actions in the above two
examples, can be found in the way we used the variables. In the 1rst example, we have
used a variable in the updated tuple that does not occur in the tuple that is updated,
and in the second we did something similar the other way around. We can forbid such
update actions by some kind of safeness requirements, but there seems to be no practical
reason for doing that. (Without restrictions, the semantics and axiomatization are still
easily given. For instance, we can derive both  p(b) ∧ p(c) → [&{x}Up(x) → p(a)]∀x
(p(x) ↔ x = a) and  p(a) → [&{x} Up(a) → p(x)]∀x p(x) in the proof system in
Section 4.3.)
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The atomic insertion, deletion and update are conditional and the reader may wonder
why we do not also have a conditional assignment. Using a syntax similar to atomic
insert delete and update, a conditional assignment would look like &X fT := t where .
The next example shows that it is not immediately clear what the semantics of this
action would be.
Example 4.7. Consider the conditional assignment action &{x} f(a) := x. Intuitively,
this action states that all domain values for x are simultaneously assigned to f(a),
which is absurd if the domain of x contains at least two distinct elements.
We can try to 1nd some syntactical restrictions under which the conditional assignment always has an unambiguous semantics. A simple restriction seems to be to
demand that in &X f(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) := t where , the term t does not contain variables in
X other than those occurring in t1 ; : : : ; tn . This restriction indeed excludes the preceding
example, but the next example shows that this condition is not strong enough.
Example 4.8. Suppose we have the sort bit, non-updateable function g : bit → bit
and updateable function f : bit → bit. Furthermore, assume that we have an algebra A such that bit A = {0; 1}, gA (0) = 0 and gA (1) = 0. Now consider the update
&{x} f(g(x)) := x. Intuitively, the update states that both 0 and 1 are assigned to
f(0), which is of course absurd.
To also exclude this example, we can make the stronger restriction that in the update
&X f(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) := t where , the terms t1 ; : : : ; tn are variables and t does not contain
variables in X other than t1 ; : : : ; tn . This restriction makes sure that if we have a tuple
of domain values for (the variables) t1 ; : : : ; tn , then there is only one corresponding
value for t, so there can be no ambiguity. However, the restriction is very strong and
we have not elaborated this idea.
Instead of trying to 1nd syntactical restrictions, we can also keep the general conditional assignment action and just de1ne its semantics to be equal to failure (no
successor worlds) if the result of the conditional choice is ambiguous (as in the above
examples). The declarative semantics then is relatively easy to de1ne. However, 1nding axioms for this action presents a serious problem. We encounter the problem of
the axiomatization of successor existence: under what conditions does the parallel assignment action succeed. We have found no solution for this problem and therefore
exclude conditional assignment.
Before we de1ne the semantics of DDL we note in passing that RAUL updates can
be expressed in terms of DDL updates. We show this by giving an example for every RAUL operator. Suppose we have predicate symbols p1 : s; s; p2 : s; s; q : s; s
and r : s; s; s; s. Fig. 6 illustrates the translation. It can be easily seen that using
“temporary” predicate symbols, we can translate every RAUL update to DDL by evaluation the relational operations in the RAUL update inside out, one operator at a
time.
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Fig. 6. Translation of

4.2. Declarative semantics of

RAUL

into

DDL.

DDL

We need to de1ne the function mS; I V for the constructions introduced in
De1nition 4.1. This function formally de1nes the intuitive semantics described in
the previous section. In the next de1nition, USym is the set of updateable symbols
UFun ∪ UPred.
Denition 4.9. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, and let I V be a
variable interpretation on A. Then the de1ning clauses for mS; I V of the atomic insert,
delete and update, assignment and conditional choice are:
mI V (&X IpT where ) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | wUSym\{p} = w USym\{p}


and w (p) = w(p) ∪ {T A;w;I V |I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |= }}
mI V (&X DpT where ) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | wUSym\{p} = w USym\{p}


and w (p) = w(p)\{T A;w;I V |I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |= }}
mI V (&X UpT → T  where ) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | wUSym\{p} = w USym\{p}


and w (p) = (w(p)\{T A;w;I V |I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |= })


∪{T A;w;I V |I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |=  ∧ pT }}
mI V (fT := t) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | wUSym\{f} = w USym\{f}
and w (f) = w(f){T A;w; V → t A;w; V }}
mI V (+X  where )(I V ) = {(w; w ) ∈ S 2 | ∃I V : I V Var\X = I V Var\X
and S; w; I V |=  and (w; w ) ∈ miIV ()}
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The intended meaning of &X IpT where  is to insert the tuples T in p for all
values for the variables in X that make the formula  true. This is reQected as follows
in the formal semantics:


• The condition w (p) = w(p) ∪ {T A;w; I V | I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |= }
states that the interpretation of p after the update (in world w ) contains all tuples

present before the update (in world w) together with all tuples T A;w; I V for I V a
variable interpretation that interprets the variables in X in some way that makes 
true.
• The condition w USym\{p} = w USym\{p} is the frame assumption: the interpretation
of all other updateable symbols remains the same.
The formal semantics of the atomic delete, atomic update and assignment can be understood in a similar way.
The intended meaning of +X  where  is to execute  for one of the variable
assignments to variables in X that makes  true. Formally, this means that all worlds
that result from executing  for some variable interpretation for X that makes  true,
are successor worlds.
4.3. Axiomatization of

DDL

Truth in the full structures is axiomatized by extending the axioms in Fig. 2 with
those in Fig. 7. Axiom (PosIns) states that if pT  holds before the insertion or if tuple
T  is inserted, then pT  holds after the insertion. Similarly, axiom (NegIns) states that if
pT  does not hold before the insertion and pT  is not inserted, then pT  does not hold
after the insertion. Note that we cannot replace (PosIns) and (NegIns) by the single
equivalence axiom (Ins) pT  ∨ ∃X ( ∧ T= T  ) ↔ [&X IpT where ]pT  , because with
only this axiom, we cannot derive (NegIns). However, if we use axiom (Ins) in combination with the determinism axiom &XIpT where pT  → [&XIpT where ]pT  ,
then we can derive axiom (NegIns). (This gives us an alternative axiomatization of
atomic insertion.) The requirement FV (T  ) ∩ X = ∅ of axiom (PosIns) is explained
as follows: If T  would contain free variables that occur in X , then within the ∃X
quanti1cation of (PosIns), these variables would be bound whereas in the other two
occurrences of T  , these variables would be free. It would then be easy to construct a
counterexample to the axiom.
Axiom (PosDel) states that if pT  holds before the deletion and if tuple T  is not
deleted, then pT  holds after the deletion. Similarly, axiom (NegDel) states that if
pT  does not hold before the update or if tuple T  is deleted, then pT  does not hold
after the deletion. Just like for insertion, (PosDel) and (NegDel) can be replaced by an
equivalence axiom and a determinism axiom; this yields an alternative axiomatization
for atomic deletion.
Axiom (PosUpd) states that pT1 is true after the update if either pT1 is true before
the update and the tuple T1 is not changed by the update, or there is some tuple
in p that is changed to T1 by the update. Axiom (NegUpd) states that if the same
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Fig. 7. Axioms for the atomic actions in
update logic.

DDL.

These must be added to the axioms of regular 1rst-order

precondition does not hold, then pT1 does not hold after the update. Again, (PosUpd)
and (NegUpd) can be replaced by an equivalence axiom and a determinism axiom;
this yields an alternative axiomatization for atomic update.
All axioms of which the name starts with “Fr” are the frame axioms. Note that for
the non-updateable symbols, we already have the axioms (FrNUPred1), (FrNUPred2)
and (FrNUTerm) of Section 2.
The successor existence axioms (SuccIns), (SuccDel), (SuccUpd) and (SuccAss) just
state that atomic updates and assignments always succeed. These axioms are sound,
because we axiomatize truth in the full structures, they are (of course) not sound in
all structures.
Axiom (CondC) states that all ways of executing the update +X  where  lead to
iL for all values for the variables in X that make  true, any execution of  makes
true. If
would contain free variables that occur in X , then left of the ↔ , these
free variables would not be bound by +X , but right of the ↔ , they would be bound
by ∀X . It would then be easy to construct a counterexample to the axiom, therefore
we have the requirement FV ( ) ∩ X = ∅.
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The condition that the updated function symbol f may not occur in T and t in
axiom (Assign), in T  in axioms (FrAssUPred1) and (FrAssUPred2) and not in T 
and t  in axioms (FrAssUFun1) and (FrAssUFun2) is essential. We illustrate this with
one simple example for axiom (FrAssUPred1) (similar examples can be given for the
other four axioms).
Example 4.10. Suppose f may occur in T  in axiom (FrAssUPred1). Then an instance of (FrAssUPred1) would be p(f(a)) → [f(a) := b]p(f(a)). Now, suppose that
p(f(a)) is true before the update f(a) := b and p(b) is false before the update (so
we also know f(a) = b before the update). Then p(f(a)) should be false after the
update, because p(b) is false before the update and we do not want the interpretation
of the predicate symbol p to change under the update. But with the “axiom” we can
derive that p(f(a)) is true after the update.
First-order dynamic logic contains assignments of values to variables as atomic
actions. This assignment action is axiomatized by the following well-known axiom
[21, 26]:
[x := t] ↔ [t=x]:
By analogy, we might expect an axiom
[fT := t] ↔ [t=fT ]
instead of the axioms for assignment that we have given. Unfortunately, this “axiom”
is not sound.
Example 4.11. Consider the formula (which is an instance of the above “axiom”)
[f(a) := b]f(c) = d ↔ f(c) = d:
Furthermore, assume that a is equal to c but b is not equal to d. This formula is clearly
false in a world where f(a) = d, because after the update f(c) is no longer equal to
d, but to b.
The reason why the “axiom” is not sound is, that it uses a syntactic substitution
operator, where it should use a semantic substitution operator. In order to de1ne such
a substitution operator, we need to make some assumptions on the interpretation of
the non-updateable function symbols (such that we have unique “normal forms” of
terms and that the semantics respects this). The axiomatization we have given above
is preferable, as we do not need extra assumptions. We also prefer the axiomatization
we have given above because it is similar in style to the axiomatization of the other
atomic update operators.
4.4. Soundness and completeness of the proof system
Soundness of the proof system with respect to full structures is proven in
Appendix A:3. To prove completeness, we can try to apply the standard Henkin
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completeness proof technique for modal logic. The Henkin completeness proof consists
mainly of constructing a canonical model. To make sure that every consistent formula
is satis1able in the canonical structure (an essential step in the Henkin completeness
proof), the interpretation of the modal operators is chosen in a very speci1c way. In
the case of DDL, we encounter a problem here. In update logic, we cannot choose the
interpretation of the modal operators (updates), simply because the semantics of the
updates is determined by the interpretation of the function and predicate symbols in
the possible worlds. This problem is essentially the same as in the propositional case
and is explained in detail in [35].
For propositional dynamic database logic, we were able to prove completeness with
a new technique based on complete information formulas (cifs) [35]. A cif is just a
1nite conjunction of literals. When we have a complete information formula 2 over a
formula  (this means that 2 contains all propositional atoms occurring in ), then we
can prove the central proposition that  2 →  or  2 → ¬. So in a way, a complete
information formula resembles a possible world in the sense that it contains suScient
information to evaluate a formula to true or false. The cif technique cannot be applied
directly to DDL. The reason is that to de1ne complete information formula for DDL,
we would in general need in1nite conjunctions (even for one predicate symbol, there
may be in1nitely many closed instances), so we would need in1nitary logic. Finding
a completeness proof using in1nitary logic might be possible, or even a “trick” to
keep the complete information formulas 1nite might be found. But this surely will
be far from easy and we have not found a completeness proof along such lines yet.
Completeness of DDL in the general case is therefore still an open question.
Important from the (relational) database perspective are Reiter’s domain closure and
unique naming assumptions [32]. These assumptions, respectively, state that all domain
elements are named, and that diLerent names denote a diLerent domain element. To
be able to formulate these assumptions, Reiter [32] assumes that the only function
symbols are a 1nite set of constants {c1 ; : : : ; cn }. Domain closure is then the axiom
∀x(x = c1 ∨ · · · ∨ x = cn ) and unique naming is the set of axioms ci = cj , for i = j.
Under these assumptions, the domains are 1nite and all domain elements are named,
so it is possible to de1ne complete information formulas (as conjunctions of atoms),
and the number of complete information formulas “over” a formula is 1nite. Including
the domain closure and unique naming axioms, we can use the cif technique and prove
completeness of the axiomatization (with respect to truth in full structures that satisfy
the domain closure and unique naming axioms) in essentially the same way as for
propositional dynamic database logic. For details of this technique, we refer to [35].
Next to the general question of completeness of DDL with respect to truth of formulas
in full structures over arbitrary algebras, at least as important is the question of completeness of the axiomatization with respect to truth of formulas in the full structure
over an intended algebra of the non-updateable function and predicate symbols. If the
intended algebra is an initial algebra of an equational speci1cation, then completeness
is in general impossible. The simple reason is that, with the initial algebra semantics,
we can specify a structure that is isomorphic to the natural numbers, but the set of all
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true numerical equations is not recursively enumerable (so not axiomatizable). Details
are given by Nourani [30, Section 6].
Another interesting completeness problem is the following. Assume the initial algebra semantics and use all true formulas in the initial algebra of some equational
speci1cation, instead of only the formulas that are true in all algebras of the equational
speci1cation, i.e. the formulas that are derivable from the equational speci1cation. Can
we then prove completeness of the axiomatization? This is a relative completeness
question; assuming we have an “oracle” for the formulas true in the initial algebra, do
we have completeness of the whole axiomatization. Just as the standard completeness
problem, this question is still open.
4.5. Update completeness of

DDL

If we have a language to update databases, then a natural question to ask is what the
expressive power of this language is. Ideally, we would like some completeness result:
every “reasonable” function from database states to database states can be expressed in
the update language. Abiteboul and Vianu [1, 2] de1ne such a notion of completeness
of update languages for relational databases and show that the speci1c update language
TL is update complete. As a relational database is a special case of a logic database,
it is not too diScult to translate their de1nitions of database schema and instance to
DDL. This section contains such a translation. (As this section is mainly concerned with
relational databases, we will frequently use the word “relation” instead of the word
“predicate”.) The basic result of this section is that the update language of DDL is
(relational) update complete.
For the translation, we restrict the semantics to one special structure R, the relational
structure. This structure is based on the closed term model (Con; idCon ) and has as
worlds all functions that interpret all predicate symbols as a :nite sets of tuples (of
constants). (Note that we do not consider the problem of axiomatizing this logic here,
but some in1nitary axiomatization seems to be the most natural.)
Denition 4.12. A database schema is a 1nite subset of the predicate symbols. An
instance of a relational database schema S is the restriction of some element of R to
S (note that elements of R are indeed functions with the domain being the predicate
symbols). The set of instances of a database schema S is denoted Inst(S).
The notion of update completeness is based on the notion of C-genericity. Intuitively,
a function on instances is C-generic, if it treats all constants “uniformly”, except maybe
for the constants of C (the constants that occur in the update).
Denition 4.13. Let S and T be database schemas. Let C ⊆ Con be a 1nite set of
constants. A function r from Inst(S) to Inst(T ) is C-generic iL for every bijective
function 4 on Con which is the identity on elements of C, we have that r ◦ 4 = 4 ◦ r.
(Here, we use 4 as a function on instances: just change all the constants in the instance
in the way indicated by 4.)
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Denition 4.14. Let S and T be database schemas. A database mapping is a function
from Inst(S) to Inst(T ) which is computable and C-generic, for some 1nite set of
constants C.
In general, database updates may need relations to store temporary results. As such
relations are not important in the 1nal result, we have the notion of i–o schemas (S; T )
(where S and T are database schemas). An update over an i–o schema (S; T ) uses
the relations of S to compute the relations of T and may also use relations not in S
or T to store temporary results. All relations used in the update that are not in S are
assumed to be initially empty, all relations not in T do not count in the 1nal result.
Denition 4.15. An update language is update complete, if for every database mapping
from Inst(S) to Inst(R), there is an update over the i–o schema (R; S) such that the
semantics of this update is exactly the database mapping.
Abiteboul and Vianu [1] give a speci1c language called transaction language (TL)
that is update complete. This language contains
• atomic insert and delete actions: iP (r) and dP (r), for P a relation and r a tuple;
• sequential composition: if t and t  are TL expressions, then t; t  is a TL expression;
• a while construction: if Q is a conjunction of literals (including possibly the =
predicate) and t is a TL expression, then while Q do t is a TL expression.
Intuitively, atomic inserts and deletes just insert=delete one tuple (or do nothing if the
tuple is already (not) present), sequential composition just executes the two updates,
one after the other, and while Q do t repeatedly picks values for the variables in Q that
make Q true and executes t with these values, until there exists no value assignment
to the variables of Q that makes Q true.
The formal semantics of a TL expression is given ( just as for DDL update programs) as a relation on the possible worlds of R. The easiest way of de1ning the
formal semantics of TL expressions, is by giving equivalent DDL update programs
for the TL expressions: iP (r) = IP(r), dP (r) = DP(r), t; t  = t; t  and while Q do
t = (+FV (Q) t where Q)∗ ; (¬∃FV (Q)Q)?. As we are able to de1ne the semantics
of TL expressions in terms of DDL update programs, we immediately get from the
update completeness of TL, that the DDL update language is update complete.
4.6. Operational semantics of

DDL

Using the de1nite database states as de1ned in De1nition 2.23, we give an operational
semantics for the update language of DDL. The transition rules for the regular operators
are already given in Section 2.5 (Fig. 3). Here, we give the transition rules for the
atomic updates, assignment, conditional choice and test. To de1ne these transition rules,
we need to make some restrictions on the format of the formulas that are allowed in
the condition part of atomic updates and conditional choice, and in tests. Just as for
the choice of the format of formulas in database states, we again have various options.
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A 1rst reasonable restriction is not to allow modalities in conditions and tests, because
modal formulas state properties of possible future states, whereas we should only query
the current state. We also need to restrict quanti1cation in some way, as we do not
want to allow quanti1cation over an in1nite set of objects. In general, atomic updates
contain two kinds of quanti1cation: universal quanti1cation over the set of variables X
of the update and universal and existential quanti1cation in the condition formula. For
simplicity, we do not allow quanti1cation in the condition formula at all. As atomic
updates on predicate symbols must turn de1nite database states into de1nite database
states, they may only insert a 1nite amount of information. We therefore introduce a
safeness concept for conditions used in atomic updates.
Denition 4.16. Let X be a 1nite set of variables. An X-safe formula has the form
p1 T1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn Tn ∧ 
for p1 ; : : : ; pn updateable predicate symbols, T1 ; : : : ; Tn tuples of terms (of the correct
arities) and  a 1rst-order formula not containing quanti1cation, such that all variables
in X occur at least once as term but not as subterm of one of the tuples T1 ; : : : ; Tn .
Note that in the above de1nition, the variables of X must occur as entire components
in a tuple and not just somewhere in some term that is a component of a tuple. The
next example shows why we need this requirement.
Example 4.17. Suppose we have a non-updateable function zero : nat→nat such that
zero(x) always yields 0 and suppose we have two unary updateable predicate symbols
p and q over the natural numbers. Then in a state where q(0) is true, the update
&{x} Ip(x) where q(zero(x)) inserts p(x) for all natural numbers x, which would
result in a non-de1nite database state. (And therefore according to the above de1nition,
q(zero(x)) is not an {x}-safe formula.)
There can only be a 1nite number of value assignments to the variables in X that
make an X -safe formula p1 T1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn Tn ∧  true in a de1nite database state. The
reason is, that every variable in X occurs as a component of some Ti (say as the jth
component) and as pi only contains 1nitely many tuples in a de1nite database state,
the projection of pi on the jth element gives a 1nite set.
In the condition of the transition rules for atomic updates, we use the operational
semantics of RAUL. Given a closed atomic update &X IpT where , the main problem
is to compute all X -assignments that make  true. Given these X -assignments, then
by substitution of the assignments to the variables in T we can easily 1nd the set of
tuples to insert, delete or update.
Denition 4.18. Let X be a set of variables. If  is a formula that only contains free
variables in X , then we call  X-closed. Similarly, if t is a term that only contains
variables in X , then t is called X-closed.
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Intuitively, X -closed means “closed except for variables in X ”. By taking the empty
set for X , the notion X -closed collapses to the familiar notion of closed as having no
free variables at all.
Denition 4.19. Let x1 ; : : : ; x[[k]] be a sequence of distinct variables, let X = {x1 ; : : : ;
x[[k]] } and let  = p1 T1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn Tn ∧ be an X -safe, X -closed formula. For a variable
x ∈ X , we use the notation px for the 1rst predicate symbol in the sequence p1 ; : : : ; pn
for which x occurs as a component of its arguments in  and we use the notation kx
for the argument position of x (if x occurs more than once as a component, then we
just take the 1rst occurrence). We then de1ne ca(X; ), the computed assignments to
variables of X that make  true, as the relational algebra expression:
px1 [kx1 ] × · · · × pxn [kxn ] where [1=x1 ; : : : ; k=x[[k]] ]
In the above de1nition, some ordering on the variables was needed to formulate
the computation in relational algebra. But this order is not relevant; if we take a
permutation of the variables, then the result is the same permutation of the old result.
As de1nite database states do not contain information on variables, the update programs that are used in con1gurations are always closed.
For the assignments, we just introduce a bit of notation. This is nothing more than
an explicit formulation of function variants for representations of functions that are
used in database states.
Denition 4.20. Let (t; {(T1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (Tn ; tn )}) be the representation of a function f,
then

 
 (t; {(T1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (Ti−1 ; ti−1 ); (T ; t );


f{T → t } =
(Ti+1 ; ti+1 ); : : : ; (Tn ; tn )})
if Ti = T  ;

(t; {(T1 ; t1 ); : : : ; (Tn ; tn ); (T  ; t  )}) if ∀i(16i6n): Ti = T  :
As for i = j we cannot have Ti = Tj , the result is always well de1ned. We could
make the result “shorter” if t  = t, because then the function result would not have to
be listed as an explicit exception. For simplicity, we have not made this optimization.
The transition rules for the atomic updates and assignment in DDL are given in
Table 4. The function mc used in the conclusion of these rules computes the value of a
closed term in normal form (“make constant”) and has been de1ned in
De1nition 2.25. Although the transition rules look horrendous, most of it is bookkeeping. For example, the rule (Tins) de1nes a predicate q whose extension contains
exactly the tuples that make  true (the computed assignments of De1nition 4.19).
The conclusion of this rule then says that the extension of p can be extended with
all the tuples to which T is mapped by these assignments. The rule for deletion is
similar to the rule for insertion and the rule for updates just combines a deletion and
an insertion. Note that to instantiate the rules for atomic updates, we need a predicate
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Transition rules for atomic update and assignment in
(TIns)
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DDL

DB; q := ca(x;
R ) → DB
DB; &X IpT where  →
R xR ]; DB) | tR ∈ DB (q)}}
DB{p → DB(p) ∪ {mc(T [t=

(TDel)

DB; q := ca(x;
R ) → DB
DB; &X DpT  where  →
R xR ]; DB) | tR ∈ DB (q)}}
DB{p → DB(p) \ {mc(T [t=

(TUpd)

DB; q := ca(x;
R ) → DB
DB; &X UpT → T  where  →
R xR ]; DB) | tR ∈ DB (q)}) ∪
DB{p → (DB(p) \ {mc(T [t=
R xR ]; DB) | tR ∈ DB (q)}
{mc(T  [t=

(TAss)

DB; fT := t → DB{f → DB(f){mc(T; DB) → mc(t; DB)}}
for (TIns), (TDel), and (TUpd): X = {x1 ; : : : ; xn } and
xR = (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) and  is X -safe and X -closed

symbol q of the right arity. The situation is similar as for the axiomatization; there we
also needed predicate symbols to store “temporary” information.
We now turn our attention to the transition rules for the conditional choice and test.
For the formulas in the condition of conditional choices we just use the same restrictions
as for formulas used in the conditions of atomic updates (so we assume these formulas
are safe). For the tests, we assume they have the format ∀X ( → ), with  an X safe formula and a 1rst-order formula not containing modalities. Again, only 1nitely
many assignments to X can make  true (and we can compute these assignments),
so we only have to evaluate for 1nitely many assignments. Note that the choice of
format of the formulas for tests is rather arbitrary, but because we already have the
notion of safe formulas and we want to be able to evaluate tests in 1nite time, it seems
to be a useful format.
With the conditional choice rule, we can introduce variables. The next two de1nitions
are used for this purpose.
Denition 4.21. Let X be a 1nite set of variables. An X -assignment is a function with
domain X and range the set of immutable terms.
Denition 4.22. Let A be an X -assignment. For a formula , A() is the formula 
with all free occurrences of variables x in  that are in X replaced by A(x). In the
same way, we can de1ne A() and A(t) for an update program  and term t.
Note that we can de1ne A(), A() and A(t) formally by simultaneous induction
on the structure of formulas and update programs, but this de1nition is completely
straightforward and has therefore been omitted. Of course, when A is an X -assignment
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Table 5
The transition rule for conditional choice in
(TCondC)

DDL

DB; +X  where  → DB; A(?; )
(for A an X -assignment)

and  is X -closed, then A() is a closed formula (and similarly for update programs
and terms).
The transition rule for the conditional choice in DDL is given in Table 5.
For the conditional choice rule, we note that intuitively, there is a diLerence between
choosing values for the variables in X that satisfy  and executing  for these values,
and choosing values for the variables in X and then if  holds for these values,
executing  (in the second case, we may get a failing execution). But as we are only
interested in executions that succeed (so we look for database states DB such that
DB;  → DB ), the transition rule is sound.
If a database state would contain inde1nite information, then tests could reduce
the amount of “inde1niteness” by ruling out (some of the) uncertainties. As we only
consider de1nite database states, a test just either fails or succeeds (and in the case of
success, the database state remains unchanged).
4.7. Example correctness proof in

DDL

In this section we give a detailed example, showing how we can use the proof
system of DDL to prove correctness of an implementation of an update program, given
a speci1cation for it.
Consider a “copy” update program, which copies the extension of the unary predicate
symbol q to p. The speci1cation of the copy program  consists of two formulas:
1. ∀y(q(y) ↔ []q(y)), the extension of q remains unchanged under the update.
2. []∀y(p(y) ↔ q(y)), after the update, p has the same extension as q.
(Note that we assume that the only updateable symbols are p and q, otherwise we
should also specify that none of the other predicate symbols is changed by the update.) We prove that the following implementation of the update program satis1es the
speci1cation:
 = &{x}Dp(x); &{x}Ip(x) where q(x):
We must prove  ∀y(q(y) ↔ []q(y)) and  []∀y(p(y) ↔ q(y)). Proving this using
only the axioms and derivation rules given in the proof system of Section 4.3 is extremely tedious. We therefore use a number of abbreviations in constructing the proofs:
• When we need a 1rst-order theorem, we just write it down without proof. When
we can derive a formula from another formula in a few steps, using only 1rst-order
properties of ∃ and ∀, then we do not give all steps of the derivation, but we just
say the second formula follows from the 1rst by “1rst-order reasoning”.
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• When we can derive a formula from another formula in a few steps, only using the
properties of the propositional connectives ¬, ∨ , ∧ , → and ↔ , then we do not
give all steps involved in this derivation, but we just say the second formula follows
from the 1rst by “propositional reasoning”. For some speci1c cases of propositional
reasoning, we use special names. Below, we use: transitivity of ↔ , symmetry of
↔ , transitivity of → , de1nition of → (in terms of ¬ and ∨ ) and de1nition of
↔ (in terms of → and ∧ ).
• When we can derive a formula from another formula, using only standard properties
of (propositional) modal logic (so using the K axiom and modal generalization),
then we do not give all steps of the derivation, but we just say the second formula
follows from the 1rst by “modal reasoning”. One special case of modal reasoning
is the derivation rule monotonicity of [ ] (from   → derive  [] → [] and
from   ↔ derive  [] ↔ [] ).
• When we can derive a formula from another formula in a few steps, using one of the
speci1c dynamic logic axioms, then we say the second formula follows from the 1rst
by “dynamic reasoning (no. of axiom)”. Dynamic logic reasoning is usually used to
replace a (sub)formula by an equivalent formula. We also use one speci1c inference
rule, called the sequential composition rule (from   → [1 ] and   → [2 ]
derive   → [1 ; 2 ] with as special case for  = true: from  [1 ] and 
 → [2 ] derive  [1 ; 2 ] ).
• From the frame axioms, it is easy to derive the frame theorems, which are the
same as the axioms, only having bi-implications instead of implications (so qT  ↔
[&X IpT where ]qT  , etc.).
There are, of course, many other interesting derivable inference rules and theorems
than the ones listed above, we have only given the rules and theorems that we will
use in the proof below.
We now prove that the implementation of  satis1es the speci1cation. In the proof,
we use 1 = &{x} Dp(x) and 2 = &{x}Ip(x) where q(x) as abbreviations (so  = 1 ;
2 ).
First, we prove  ∀y(q(y) ↔ [1 ; 2 ]q(y)):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

q(y) ↔ [2 ]q(y) frame theorem
[1 ]q(y) ↔ [1 ][2 ]q(y) monotonicity of [ ], 1
q(y) ↔ [1 ]q(y) frame theorem
q(y) ↔ [1 ][2 ]q(y) transitivity of ↔ , 3, 2
q(y) ↔ [1 ; 2 ]q(y) (Seq), 4
∀y(q(y) ↔ [1 ; 2 ]q(y)) (UnGen), 5

Next, we prove  [1 ; 2 ]∀y(p(y) ↔ q(y)):
1.
2.
3.
4.

¬(p(y) ∧ ¬∃x(true ∧ x= y)) → [1 ]¬p(y) (NegDel)
¬(p(y) ∧ ¬∃x(true ∧ x= y)) 1rst-order logic
[1 ]¬p(y) (MP), 1, 2
∀y[1 ]¬p(y) (UnGen), 3
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
···
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
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∀y[1 ]¬p(y) → [1 ]∀y¬p(y) (Barcan)
[1 ]∀y¬p(y) (MP), 5, 4
p(y) ∨ ∃x(q(x) ∧ x= y) → [2 ]p(y) (PosIns)
q(y) ↔ ∃x(q(x) ∧ x= y) 1rst-order logic
p(y) ∨ q(y) → [2 ]p(y) replace equivalents, 7, 8
¬p(y) → (¬q(y) ∨ [2 ]p(y)) propositional reasoning, 9
¬q(y) ↔ [2 ]¬q(y) frame theorem
¬p(y) → ([2 ]¬q(y) ∨ [2 ]p(y)) replace equivalents, 10, 11
¬p(y) → [2 ](¬q(y) ∨ p(y)) modal reasoning, 12
¬p(y) → [2 ](q(y) → p(y)) de1nition of → , 13
¬(p(y) ∨ ∃x(q(x) ∧ x= y)) → [2 ]¬p(y) (NegIns)
(similar to 8–13)
¬p(y) → [2 ](p(y) → q(y)) de1nition of → , 21
¬p(y) → [2 ]((q(y) → p(y)) ∧ (p(y) → q(y))) modal reasoning, 14, 22
¬p(y) → [2 ](p(y) ↔ q(y)) de1nition of ↔ , 23
∀y(¬p(y) → [2 ](p(y) ↔ q(y))) (UnGen), 24
∀y¬p(y) → ∀y[2 ](p(y) ↔ q(y)) 1rst-order reasoning, 25
∀y[2 ](p(y) ↔ q(y)) → [2 ]∀y(p(y) ↔ q(y)) (Barcan)
∀y¬p(y) → [2 ]∀y(p(y) ↔ q(y)) transitivity of → , 26, 27
[1 ; 2 ]∀y(p(y) ↔ q(y)) seq. composition rule, 6, 28

This concludes the proof that the update program  satis1es the speci1cation of a
“copy” update program.

5. Discussion
5.1. Updating an object-oriented database
By an object-oriented system we mean a system of dynamic interacting objects; and
by an object we mean, informally, an entity with a local state and behavior. Objects are
divided into classes, where each class is a set of objects with similar external behavior.
This view of object-oriented systems includes object-oriented database systems but is
so general that it also includes embedded systems. For example, an object-oriented
database can be viewed as a collection of surrogates, each of which represents a realworld entity. Each surrogate can then be modeled as an object. An embedded system
can be viewed as a collection of objects such as sensors, interface objects, actuators
and controllers. We restrict ourselves in this paper to object-oriented database systems.
In this section, we give a rough sketch of how these general and vague ideas can
be made more precise in DDL. More details about the syntax, semantics and inference
rules of this way of specifying object-oriented systems are given by Wieringa et al.
[39, 38].
The abstract data type speci1cation of a DDL speci1cation de1nes the types used in
a speci1cation, such as the natural numbers. For each class of objects that we want
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to be able to talk about we specify an abstract data type in DDL called an identi:er
type. The identi1er type of a class de1nes an in1nite supply of closed terms that can
be used as object identi:ers (oids). Each oid can be used to refer to an object in
the system. The intention is that once an oid is used to refer to an object, it always
refers to that object and not to any other object. This intention concerns a relationship
between formal entities (closed terms) and entities in the system (objects) and cannot
be expressed in the speci1cation itself. We assume that the speci1cation of identi1er
types is suSciently well structured that an oid can always be rewritten to a term that
does not contain updateable function symbols.
Changeable properties of objects are represented by means of unary updateable
function symbols and unary predicate symbols whose argument sort is an identi1er
sort. These symbols are now called attributes. There are no other updateable symbols than attributes. An example should make this clear. Suppose a speci1cation of an
extremely simple library database system contains a speci1cation of the abstract data
types STRING and in addition the following schema:
Identi1er sorts: BOOK, PERSON ,
Non-updateable functions:
b0 : BOOK,
nextb : BOOK → BOOK,
p0 : PERSON ,
nextp : PERSON  → PERSON .
This declares two identi1er types, both containing an in1nite set of oids. The updateable
part of the speci1cation declares the following attributes:
author : BOOK → PERSON
title : BOOK → STRING
Borrowed : BOOK.
Now, suppose we want to de1ne the eLect of a borrow action declaratively. We would
like to do this with the axiom
(1) ∀b : BOOK([borrow(b)]Borrowed(b)).
This formula does not obey the syntax of DDL as de1ned in this paper, for borrow(b)
is an atomic update not part of DDL. It is however simple to extend the syntax of DDL
to allow other atomic updates besides the standard ones treated so far. We proceed as
if this had been done.
The above axiom must be supplemented with a frame axiom that says that the author
of a book does not change when it is borrowed:
(2) ∀b : BOOK; p : PERSON (author(b) = p → [borrow(b)]author(b) = p).
To specify that a book can only be borrowed when it is not already borrowed, we can
write the enabling axiom
(3) ∀b : BOOK(borrow(b)true → ¬Borrowed(b)).
This says that borrow(b) leads to a next state only if currently, it is not borrowed.
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A naive guess at an implementation of the borrow action would be the following
DDL update program:
IBorrowed(b) where ¬Borrowed(b).
This can be shown to be an incorrect implementation of the speci1cation. By using
the PosIns axiom of Fig. 7, it can be shown that this satis1es (1) and from the
axiom FrInsUFun it immediately follows that this satis1es (2). However, the action
IBorrowed(b) where ¬Borrowed(p) leads to a world in which Borrowed(b) holds if
in the current world, ¬Borrowed(b) holds. Nothing is said about the case where in
the current world, Borrowed(b) holds. Thus, there are models of the implementation
in which the implementation leads from a world in which Borrowed(b) holds to a
world in which Borrowed(b) holds and this violates constraint (3). Thus, the proposed
update program does not implement the speci1cation.
Without spelling out the proof, we note that a correct implementation is the program
¬Borrowed(b)?; IBorrowed(b).
Note however that another correct implementation is the program false?. This program
does not terminate and satis1es speci1cation (1) – (3). To rule out this implementation,
we should add an axiom that guarantees the existence of a successor world, i.e.
(4) ∀b : BOOK(¬Borrowed(b) → borrow(b)true).
Speci1cations (3) and (4) give necessary and suScient conditions for the applicability
of borrow(b).
In order to make DDL easier to use, we could extend it with the facility to de1ne
updates, e.g.
(5) borrow(p) = ¬Borrowed(b)?; IBorrowed(b).
In such an extension of DDL, instead of giving a declarative speci1cation of an update (which requires the addition of frame axioms), we could instead de1ne updates
by means of regular update programs such as (5) and then derive formulas such as
(1) – (4) that specify postconditions, frame axioms and necessary and suScient enabling
conditions.
5.2. Comparison with other approaches
While there is considerable agreement on how to describe database states in logic
[17, 32, 9], there are diLerent schools of thought about the description of database
updates in logic. One school of thought views a database update as a belief revision,
and various authors de1ne operators to add a formula (a new belief) to a set of formulas
(representing the current belief state) [10, 11, 14, 37, 40]. Winslett gives a survey of
approaches in this class [41]. In belief revision, new information about one state of
the world must be incorporated with existing information about the same state of the
world (the existing and new information may be inconsistent). This is diLerent from
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database updates, where information about a change in the state of the world must be
incorporated with information about the current state of the world. We therefore agree
with Katsuno and Mendelzohn [23] that database updates require a diLerent semantics
from that of belief revision and that for example incomplete information updates should
satisfy diLerent requirements than the well-known GUardenfors postulates [3, 18].
In both the belief revision approach and the approach of Katsuno and Mendelsohn,
the current state and the new information are written down in the same logic; usually propositional logic. One of the rationality postulates for database updates, given
by Katsuno and Mendelsohn [23] is then that the revision of (current state)  with
(new information)
must imply . In DDL, there is a clear separation between the
state description language (the formulas) and the state change (revision) language (the
update programs), and there is no notion of implication between formulas and update programs. Therefore, the application of both the GUardenfors and the Katsuno and
Mendelsohn postulates to our update languages is meaningless.
We view database updates as updates of the world, not of our beliefs of the world,
and we separate the update language from the state description language. A very similar
approach is taken by Golshani et al. [19] and Khosla et al. [24], who study updates
to relational databases in a modal logic with multiple modalities; they assume a modal
operator [u] for every update action u. However, the interpretation of the update action
is not 1xed (as it is in our semantics) but must be speci1ed by the user by giving some
de1ning axioms. This means that the writer of the speci1cation must solve the frame
problem, i.e. she must indicate, for every atomic update, what part of the state remains
unchanged. A second diLerence is that the only way they allow atomic updates to be
combined is by sequential composition, where we allow a regular update language that
also contains operators for choice, test and iteration. A further (minor) diLerence is
that they view a database state as a model of a set of non-modal formulas, where we
view a database state as a set of non-modal formulas.
Manchanda and Warren [27] also use modal logic with multiple modalities. Just like
we do, they assume for every base atom an insert and a delete action with a 1xed
interpretation. They combine such updates into programs by means of update rules of
the form E ← C1 ∧ E1 (C2 ∧ E2 (: : :)) (the update E is de1ned in terms of updates
Ei , every Ci is a conjunction of atoms). Update rules perform the same function as our
update programs, but they also allow recursion. If we exclude recursion, our approach
has at least the same expressive power as theirs. An important part of their paper is
concerned with view updates, which we do not consider in this paper.
Naqvi and Krishnamurty [28] and Naqvi and Tsur [29] introduce an update operator
in LDL (Logical Language for Data and Knowledge Bases). They add control to a
logical query language in such a way that the language can be used for queries as
well as updates (which resemble queries with side eLects). This approach is opposite
to ours, for we separate control from logical rules by restricting control to the update
program  in [].
Bonner and Kifer present an extension of logic programming called transaction
logic programming [7, 5, 6, 8]. In transaction logic, some predicates represent states
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(as usual) and some predicates represent state changes. The formulas of transaction
logic are built from the standard (unsorted) 1rst-order logic operators and quanti1ers,
with an additional operator serial conjunction (written as ⊗). Intuitively, if ins : p(a)
is an atom that inserts a in the relation p in a relational database state and ins : p(b)
similarly inserts b in p, then ins : p(a) ⊗ ins : p(b) 1rst inserts a and then b in p. If
insertion of b fails for some reason, then the whole transaction fails and the database
state remains unchanged. (Note that ins : p is a predicate symbol just like p itself, it
only obtains its special meaning as an update through the transition base.)
In a transaction logic program atomic updates are de1ned in a transition base and
query and update programs are de1ned in a transaction base. The transition base
is a 1nite set of atomic updates of the form D1 ; D2 u, meaning that the atom u
may transform state D1 into state D2 . The transaction base is a 1nite set of serial
Horn clauses, which are formulas p ← p1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ pn (where p, p1 ; : : : ; pn are atoms).
Intuitively, this means that after the state changes p1 to pn are executed successfully
(in that order), p is true.
This approach diLers from ours, because in DDL we separate actions from states. In
transaction logic, an update is a query with a side eLect, but in DDL, an update is a
program that is syntactically diLerent from queries (which are formulas). The transition
base is a way of de1ning the eLect of all possible atomic updates by enumerating the
ways in which an update atom can change a database. By contrast, we have a small
set of atomic updates, for which we give axioms. Other updates can be constructed as
regular programs from these atomic updates. In a technical report, Bonner and Kifer [4]
use the transition base in the de1nition of the semantics, as well as in the de1nition of
an inference system for transaction logic. The report as well as the published version
[7] give a large number of interesting applications of transaction logic.
Groenboom and Renardel [20] de1ne a language called modal logic of creation
and modi1cation (MLCM) which is similar to DDL. Fensel and Groenboom [15, 16]
extend this to a language called modal logic of predicate modi1cation (MLPM) which
contains operators similar to our &X IpT where  and &X DpT  where . Groenboom
and Renardel give an axiomatization and a Henkin-like completeness proof for the ∗free fragment of MLCM. Due to diLerences in syntax and semantics, this result is not
immediately transferrable to DDL but such a transfer is an interesting possibility that is
subject of further research. We are currently investigating this possibility.

6. Conclusions
We de1ne 1rst-order regular update logic (FUL) as a variant of dynamic logic in
order to have a framework within which diLerent database update logics can be de1ned.
RAUL is an instantiation of FUL with relational assignment but without regular process
combinators. These process combinators can be added without additional work, because
the choice of atomic updates is orthogonal to the choice of process combinators. RAUL
has a declarative semantics in terms of a Kripke structure. An operational semantics
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has been given for de1nite RAUL in the form of a transition system, which restricts
itself to database states without any inde1nite information, and for inde1nite RAUL, in
which for each predicate there is a 1nite inde1niteness as to the tuples for which it
holds. The operational semantics were proven to be sound and complete with respect
to the declarative semantics.
DDL is an instantiation of FUL in which we use updates on both predicate symbols
(bulk updates) and function symbols (assignment) as atomic updates. DDL has a declarative semantics in terms of a Kripke structure. We gave an operational semantics for
de1nite databases in the form of a transition system and showed it to be sound and
complete with respect to the declarative semantics of DDL.
The axiom systems of RAUL and DDL are sound but have not been shown to be
complete with respect to full structures [35, 33]. However, under the assumptions of
domain closure and unique names, completeness follows trivially from an earlier result
about propositional database update logic. We also showed that the update language of
DDL is update complete. Completeness with respect to full structures remains a topic
for further study. Other topics for further research include the extension of DDL to an
update language for object-oriented systems along the lines indicated in Section 5.1
and the use of regular programs to de1ne object-oriented system transactions.
Owing are due to the anonymous referees, whose many suggestions improved the
presentation and content of the paper.

Appendix A. Proofs of theorems
A.1. Soundness of

RAUL

axioms

In this section we prove soundness of the axioms (PosAt), (NegAt), (Disj), (DiL),
(Prod), (Proj), (Sel), (FrUFun1), (FrUFun2), (FrUPred1), (FrUPred2) and (SuccEx) of
Fig. 5. For the 1ve axioms concerning the relational algebra operators ((Disj), (DiL),
(Prod), (Proj) and (Sel)) and for the successor existence axiom (SuccEx), we need
the fact that we are axiomatizing truth in the full structure.
Proposition A.1 (Soundness of (PosAt)). Let A be an algebra; let S be a structure
on A; let w be a possible world in S; let I V be a variable interpretation on A; let
p and q be updateable predicate symbols of the same arity and let T be a tuple of
terms of the same arity as p. Then
S; w; I V |= qT → [p := q]pT:
Proof. Assume S; w; I V |= qT and let w be a world in succ(p := q)(w). Then the
→ case of Proposition 2.22, and De1nition 2.20 give that it is suScient to prove
S; w ; I V |= pT . From S; w; I V |= qT , and the fact that q is updateable, we get by
De1nition 2.20 that T A;w;I V ∈ w(q). From w ∈ succ(p := q)(w), we get by De1nition
2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ m(p := q), so De1nition 3.8 gives w = w{p → w(q)}. Then w NUFun
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= w NUFun , so Lemma 2.17 gives T A;w; I V = T A;w ; I V . We derive that T A;w ; I V ∈ w(q)
= w (p). De1nition 2.20 then gives S; w ; I V |= pT , as had to be proven.
The soundness proof of axiom (NegAt) is omitted; it is similar to the above soundness proof for (PosAt). Soundness of the axioms (Disj), (DiL), (Prod), (Proj) and
(Sel) is proven in a very similar way, using the following lemma.
Lemma A.2. Let A be an algebra, let w be a possible world on A; let I V be a
variable interpretation on A; let p ∈ UPred; let e be a relational algebra expression
of the same arity as p and let T be a tuple of terms of the same arity as p. Then
FA ; w; I V |= [p := e]pT ⇔ T A;w;I V ∈ w(e):
Proof. S; w; I V |=[p := e]pT ⇔ (De1nition 2.20) ∀w ∈ succ(p := e) : S; w ; I V |=pT

⇔ (De1nitions 2.19, 3.8 and 2.20) ∀w ∈ S with w = w{p → w(e)}: T A;w ;I V ∈ w (p)
⇔ (there is one world w{p → w(e)} in FA ) T A;w{p→w(e)}; I V ∈ w{p → w(e)}
(p) ⇔ T A; w{p→w(e)}; I V ∈ w(e) ⇔ (Lemma 2.17, as wUFun = w{p → w(e)}UFun )
T A; w; I V ∈w(e).
To prove soundness of axiom (Sel), we need an additional lemma that links truth of
relational algebra tests in tuples of domain elements, with truth of formulas in worlds
of structures.
Lemma A.3. Let A be an algebra; let S be a structure on A; let w be a world in S;
let I V be a variable interpretation on A; let  be an (s1 ; : : : ; s[[k]] ) relational algebra
test and let T = (t1 ; : : : ; t[[k]] ) be a tuple of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; s[[k]] ; respectively. Then
T A;w; I V |=  ⇔ S; w; I V |= [T=N]:
Proof. By induction on the structure of . We only prove the  = (l = t) case; the
 = (l1 = l2 ) case can be proven similarly and the  = 1 ∨ 2 and  = ¬ cases
follow in a straightforward way from the induction hypothesis. So consider the case
 = (l = t), for l ∈ N with 16[[l]]6[[k]] and t an immutable term of sort s[[l]] . Now
A;w; I V
A;w;I V
T A;w; I V |= l = t ⇔ (De1nition 3.5) t[[l]]
= t A ⇔ t[[l]]
= t A;w; I V ⇔ (De1nition 2.20)
S; w; I V |= t[[l]] = t ⇔ (De1nition 3.9) S; w; I V |= (l = t)[T=N].
Proposition A.4 (Soundness of (Disj), (DiL), (Prod), (Proj) and (Sel)). Let A be an
algebra; let w be a possible world on A and let I V be a variable interpretation on
A. Then all axioms (Disj), (DiL ), (Prod), (Proj) and (Sel) are true in world w of
structure FA under variable interpretation I V .
Proof. All axioms (Disj), (DiL), (Prod), (Proj) and (Sel) are equivalences (formulas
of the form  ↔ ). We then use the ↔ case of Proposition 2.22, which states that to
prove FA ; w; I V |=  ↔ , it is suScient to prove FA ; w; I V |= ⇔ FA ; w; I V |= . Using
this, we give the proofs for the individual axioms.
• FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 ∪ e2 ]pT ⇔ (Lemma A.2) T A;w;I V ∈ w(e1 ∪ e2 ) ⇔ (De1nition 3.7)
T A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 ) ∪ w(e2 ) ⇔ T A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 ) or T A;w; I V ∈ w(e2 ) ⇔ (Lemma A.2)
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FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 ]pT or FA ; w; I V |= [p := e2 ]pT ⇔ ( ∨ case of Proposition 2.22)
FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 ]pT ∨ [p := e2 ]pT .
• FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 \ e2 ]pT ⇔ (Lemma A.2) T A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 \ e2 ) ⇔ (De1nition 3.7)
T A;w;I V ∈ w(e1 ) \ w(e2 ) ⇔ T A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 ) and T A;w; I V ∈= w(e2 ) ⇔ (Lemma A.2)
FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 ]pT and FA ; w; I V |= [p := e2 ]pT ⇔ (¬ and ∧ cases of Proposition 2.22) FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 ]pT ∧ ¬[p := e2 ]pT .
• FA ; w; I V |=[p := e1 × e2 ]pT1 T2 ⇔ (Lemma A.2) (T1 T2 )A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 × e2 ) ⇔ T1A;w; I V
T2A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 × e2 ) ⇔ (De1nition 3.7) T1A;w; I V T2A;w; I V ∈ w(e1 ) × w(e2 ) ⇔ T1A;w; I V
∈ w(e1 ) and T2A;w; I V ∈ w(e2 ) ⇔ (Lemma A.2) FA ; w; I V |= [p1 := e1 ]pT1 and
FA ; w; I V |=[p2 := e2 ]pT2 ⇔ ( ∧ case of Proposition 2.22) FA ; w; I V |= [p1 := e1 ]pT1 ∧
[p2 :=e2 ]pT2 .
• FA ; w; I V |=[p := e[k1 ; : : : ; kn ]p(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) ⇔ (A:2) (t1 ; : : : ; tn )A;w; I V ∈ w(e[k1 ; : : : ; kn ])
⇔ (def. 3:7) (t1 ; : : : ; tn )A;w; I V ∈ w(e)[[[k1 ]]; : : : ; [[kn ]]] ⇔ (def. 3:6) ∃(d1 ; : : : ; dm )∈
w(e) : ∀i(16i6n) : tiA;w; I V = d[[ki ]] ⇔ (all the variables x1 ; : : : ; xm are diLerent) there
is a variable interpretation I V with I V Var \ {x1 ;:::; xm } = I V Var \ {x1 ;:::; xm } and I V ((x1 ; : : : ;
xm )) ∈ w(e) and ∀i(16i6n) : tiA;w; I V = I V (x[[ki ]] ) ⇔ (De1nition 2.16 and Lemma 2.17)

∃I V : I V Var \ {x1 ;:::; xm } = I VVar \ {x1 ;:::; xm } and (x1 ; : : : ; xm )A;w;I V ∈ w(e) and ∀i(16i6n) :
A;w; I 

A;w; I 

V
= x[[ki ]] V ⇔ (Lemma A.2 and De1nition 2.20) ∃I V : I V Var \ {x1 ;:::; xm } = I V
ti
Var \ {x1 ;:::; xm } and FA ; w; I V |=[p := e]p (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) and ∀i (16i6n) : FA ; w; I V |=
t1 = x[[k1 ]] ⇔ (cases ∧ and ∃ of Proposition 2.22) FA ; w; I V |=∃x1 ; : : : ; xm ([p := e]
p (x1 ; : : : ; xm ) ∧ t1 = x[[k1 ]] ∧ · · · ∧ tn = x[[kn ]] ).
• FA ; w; I V |=[p := e where ]pT ⇔ (Lemma A.2) T A;w; I V ∈ w(e where ) ⇔ (De1nition 3.7) T A;w; I V ∈ w(e) and T A;w; I V |= ⇔ (Lemmas A.2 and A.3) FA ; w; I V |= [p
:= e]pT and FA ; w; I V |= [T=N] ⇔ ( ∧ case of Proposition 2.22) FA ; w; I V |=
[p := e]pT ∧ [T=N].

Proposition A.5 (Soundness of (FrUFun1)). Let A be an algebra; let S be a structure on A; let w be a possible world in S; let I V be a variable interpretation on A;
let p := e be a relational algebra update; let f ∈ UFun and let T be a tuple of terms
of the arity of f. Then
S; w; I V |= fT = t → [p := e]fT = t:
Proof. Assume S; w; I V |= fT = t and let w be a world in succ(p := e)(w). Then the
→ case of Proposition 2.22, and De1nition 2.20 give that it is suScient to prove
S; w ; I V |= fT = t. From S; w; I V |= fT = t, we get by De1nition 2.19 that (fT )A;w; I V =
t A;w; I V . From w ∈ succ(p := q)(w), we get by De1nition 2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ m(p := q),
so De1nition 3.8 gives w = w{p → w(q)}. Then w NUFun = w NUFun , so Lemma 2.17


gives (fT )A;w ; I V = t A;w ; I V . De1nition 2.20 1nally gives S; w ; I V |=fT , which had to
be proven.
Soundness of the axioms (FrUFun2), (FrUPred1) and (FrUPred2) can be proven in
a similar way as as soundness of (FrUFun1); these soundness proofs are omitted.
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Proposition A.6 (Soundness of (SuccEx)). Let A be an algebra; let w be a possible
world on A; let I V be a variable interpretation and let p := e be a relational algebra
update. Then
FA ; w; I V |= p := etrue:
Proof. Let w = w{p → w(e)}. Then w is a possible world on A and as FA contains
all possible worlds on A, we have that w ∈ FA . De1nition 3.8 gives (w; w ) ∈m(p := e),
so by De1nition 2.19, we have w ∈ succ(p := e)(w). The true case of Proposition 2.22
gives FA ; w ; I V |= true. The  case of Proposition 2.22 1nally gives FA ; w; I V |=p := e
true.
This concludes the proof that all RAUL axioms are sound in the full structure. As
all FUL axioms are also sound in the full structure and all FUL inference rules preserve
soundness in the full structure, we get that the axiomatization of RAUL is sound with
respect to truth in the full structure.
A.2. Equivalence of the operational and declarative semantics of

RAUL

All relational algebra updates are of the form p := e, for p a predicate symbol and
e a matching relational expression. We prove that the operational semantics is sound
and complete with respect to the declarative semantics. Before we prove the soundness
and completeness propositions, we make two remarks:
• The transition rules we use in the transition system have a restricted format: they
are all of the form DB;  → DB . (We do not have transitions of the more general
format DB;  → DB ;  .) So if we take the transitive closure of the → relation,
we just end up with the same relation. Therefore we only consider the → relation,
and not the →∗ relation. (The reQexive part of →∗ is not very interesting anyway.)
• With every relational database state, a unique possible world is associated. This
means that the notions of soundness and completeness are restricted versions of the
notions of soundness and completeness that were used for the inde:nite operational
semantics for PDDL [35].
Lemma A.7. Let DB be a relational database state; let p : s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred; let
 be an (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) relational algebra test; let A be an initial algebra of E and let
T = (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) be a tuple of terms in normal form of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn . Then
T ∈ cs(DB(p); ) ⇔ T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p where ):
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the structure of :
1.  = (k = t), for k ∈ N with 16[[k]]6n and t a closed term of sort s[[k]] . Now T ∈ cs
(DB(p); k = t) ⇔ (De1nition 3.11) T ∈ DB(p) and t[[k]] = normalize(t) ⇔ (for closed
terms in normal form, equality in the initial algebra coincides with syntactic equalA
ity) T ∈ DB(p) and t[[k]]
= normalize(t)A ⇔ (semantically, a term is equal to its
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A
normal form) T ∈ DB(p) and t[[k]]
= t A ⇔ (De1nitions 2.24 and 3.5) T A ∈
pwA (DB)(p) and T A |= k = t ⇔ (De1nition 3.7) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p where k = t).
2.  = (k = l), for k; l ∈ N with 16[[k]]; [[l]]6n and s[[k]] = s[[l]] . The proof of this case
is similar to the proof of the 1rst case and has been omitted.
3.  = 1 ∨ 2 , for 1 ; 2 relational algebra tests. Now T ∈ cs(DB(p); 1 ∨ 2 ) ⇔ (Definition 3.11) T ∈ cs(DB(p); 1 ) or T ∈ cs(DB(p)2 ) ⇔ (by the induction hypothesis
on 1 and 2 ) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p where 1 ) or T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p where 2 ) (De1nition 3.7) (T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and T A |=1 ) or (T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and T A |=2 )
⇔ T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and (T A |= 1 or T A |=2 ) ⇔ (De1nition 3.5) T A ∈ pwA
(DB)(p) and T A |= 1 ∨ 2 ⇔ (De1nition 3.7) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p where 1 ∨ 2 ).
4.  = ¬ , for relational algebra test . Now T ∈ cs(DB(p); ¬ ) ⇔ (De1nition 3.11)
T ∈ DB(p) \ cs(DB(p); ) ⇔ T ∈ DB(p) and T ∈= cs(DB(p); ) ⇔ (De1nition 2.24
and the induction hypothesis on ) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and T A ∈= pwA (DB)(p where
) ⇔ (De1nition 3.7) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and (T A ∈= pwA (DB)(p) or T A |= ) ⇔
T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and T A |= ⇔ (De1nition 3.5) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p) and T A |=
¬ ⇔ (De1nition 3.7) T A ∈ pwA (DB)(p where ¬ ).

Proposition A.8 (Soundness of the operational semantics of RAUL). Let A be an initial algebra of E and let  be a relational algebra update. Then for all relational
database states DB and DB with DB;  → DB ; we have
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ():
Proof. The relational algebra update  has the format p : = e. We prove the proposition
by induction on the structure of e. We prove the e = q, e = e1 ∪ e2 and e = e where 
cases in complete detail; the proofs of the e = e1 \ e2 , e = e1 × e2 and e = e [k1 ; : : : ; kn ]
cases have the same structure as the proof of the e = e1 ∪ e2 case, and are therefore
only sketched=omitted. For all cases, let DB and DB be relational database states such
that DB;  → DB .
1. e = q, for some updateable predicate symbol q. The only transition rule with as
conclusion the format DB; p := q → DB is (TAtom). From (TAtom), we get that
DB = DB{p → DB(q)}. For all predicate symbols r = p we then have pwA (DB )
(r) = (De1nition 2.24) {T A | T ∈ DB (r)} = {T A | T ∈ DB(r)} = (De1nition 2.24)
pwA (DB)(r). Furthermore, pwA (DB )(p) = (De1nition 2.24) {T A | T ∈ DB (p)} =
{T A | T ∈ DB(q)} = (De1nition 2.24) pwA (DB)(q). So pwA (DB ) = pwA (DB){p →
pwA (DB)(q)} and De1nition 3.8 gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (p := q).
2. e = e1 ∪ e2 , for some relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 . The only transition rule with as conclusion the format DB; p := e1 ∪ e2  → DB is (TDisj). From
the premises of (TDisj), we get relational database states DB1 and DB2 such that
DB; p := e1  → DB1 , DB; p := e2  → DB2 and DB = DB{p → DB1 (p) ∪ DB2 (p)}.
The induction hypothesis on e1 gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB1 )) ∈ mFA (p := e1 ) and
the induction hypothesis on e2 gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB2 )) ∈ mFA (p := e2 ). By
De1nition 3.8, we get pwA (DB1 )(p) = pwA (DB)(e1 ) and pwA (DB2 )(p) =
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pwA (DB)(e2 ). So pwA (DB )(p) = (De1nition 2.24) {T A | T ∈ DB (p)} = {T A | T ∈
DB1 (p) ∪ DB2 (p)} = {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p)} ∪ {T A | T ∈ DB2 (p)} = (De1nition 2.24)
pwA (DB1 )(p) ∪ pwA (DB2 )(p) = pwA (DB)(e1 ) ∪ pwA (DB)(e2 ) = (De1nition 3.7)
pwA (DB)(e1 ∪ e2 ). Moreover, for all predicate symbols q = p, we have DB (q) =
DB(q), so by De1nition 2.24 we get for all p = q that pwA (DB )(q) = pwA (DB)(q).
So pwA (DB ) = pwA (DB){p → pwA (DB)(e1 ∪ e2 )} and De1nition 3.8 gives
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (p := e1 ∪ e2 ).
e = e1 \e2 , for some relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 . The proof of this
case is a direct transformation of the proof of the previous case: just replace ∪
by \ and (TDisj) by TDiL). We just note that in the step {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p)\
DB2 (p)} = {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p)}\{T A | T ∈ DB2 (p)}, we use the facts that all terms
in DB1 (p) and DB2 (p) are immutable terms in normal form and A is the initial
algebra. These two facts make sure that two tuples of terms are syntactically the
same iL their interpretations are the same, so that the equality indeed holds. Note
that we did not need this property for the ∪ case.
e = e1 × e2 , for some relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 . The proof of this case
is similar to the proof of the ∪ case and has therefore been omitted. (Note that
the proof contains the step {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p1 ) × DB2 (p2 )} = {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p1 )}
× {T A | T ∈ DB2 (p2 )}. Unlike the corresponding step in the \ case, here we do not
need the facts that DB1 (p1 ) and DB2 (p2 ) are in normal form and A is an initial
algebra.)
e = e [k1 ; : : : ; kn ], for some relational algebra expression e and positions k1 ; : : : ; kn ∈
N. The proof of this case is similar to the proof of the ∪ case and has therefore
been omitted. (Note that the proof contains the step {T A | T ∈ DB (q)[[[k1 ]]; : : : ;
[[kn ]]]} = {T A | T ∈ DB (q)}[[[k1 ]]; : : : ; [[kn ]]]}. Unlike the corresponding step in the
\ case, here we do not need the facts that DB (q) is in normal form and A is an
initial algebra.)
e = e where , for some relational algebra expression e and some relational algebra test . The only transition rule with as conclusion the format DB; p := e
where → DB is (TSel). From the premises of (TSel), we get that there is a
relational database state DB such that DB; p := e  → DB and DB = DB{p →
cs(DB (p); )}. The induction hypothesis on e gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB ))
∈ mFA (p := e ). By De1nition 3.8, we get pwA (DB )(p) = pwA (DB)(e ). So
pwA (DB )(p) = (De1nition 2.24) {T A | T ∈ DB (p)} = {T A | T ∈ cs(DB (p); )} =
(Lemma A.7, using the fact that all domain elements in an initial algebra are named,
“no junk”) pwA (DB )(p where ) = (De1nition 3.7) {dR ∈ pwA (DB )(p) | dR |= }
= {dR ∈ pwA (DB)(e ) | dR |=} = (De1nition 3.7) pwA (DB)(e where ). Moreover,
for all predicate symbols q = p, we have DB (q) = DB(q), so De1nition 2.24 gives
for all q = p: pwA (DB )(q) = pwA (DB)(q). De1nition 3.8 then gives (pwA (DB);
pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (p := e where ).

Proposition A.9 (Completeness of the operational semantics of RAUL). Let A be an
initial algebra of E and let  be a relational algebra update. Then for all relational
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database states DB and possible worlds w on A with (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (); there
is a relational database state DB such that DB;  → DB and w = pwA (DB ).
Proof. The relational algebra update  has the format p := e. We prove the proposition
by induction on the structure of e. For all cases, let DB be a relational database state
and let w be a possible world on A such that (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA ():
1. e = q, for some updateable predicate symbol q. We de1ne DB = DB{p → DB(q)}.
The transition rule (TAtom) then gives DB; p := q → DB . From (pwA (DB); w )
∈ mFA (p := q), De1nition 3.8 gives w (p) = pwA (DB)(q) and for all predicate symbols r = p: w (r)= pwA (DB)(r). So we have pwA (DB )(p) = (De1nition 2.24)
{T A | T ∈ DB (p)} = {T A | T ∈ DB(q)} = (De1nition 2.24) pwA (DB)(q) = w (p).
Moreover, for all predicate symbols r = p: pwA (DB )(r) = (De1nition 2.24)
{T A | T ∈ DB (r)} = {T A | T ∈ DB(r)} = (De1nition 2.24) pwA (DB)(r) = w (r).
So pwA (DB ) and w are the same functions, so pwA (DB ) = w .
2. e = e1 ∪ e2 , for some relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 . We de1ne the possible worlds w1 and w2 on A as w1 = pwA (DB){p → pwA (DB)(e1 )} and w2 =
pwA (DB){p → pwA (DB)(e2 )}. By De1nition 3.8, (pwA (DB); w1 ) ∈ mFA (p := e1 )
and (pwA (DB); w2 ) ∈ mFA (p := e2 ). The induction hypothesis on e1 then gives a
relational database state DB1 such that DB; p := e1  → DB1 and w1 = pwA (DB1 ).
Similarly, the induction hypothesis on e2 gives a relational database state DB2 such
that DB; p := e1  → DB2 and w2 = pwA (DB2 ). We de1ne DB = DB{p → DB1 ∪
DB2 }. The transition rule (TDisj) then gives DB; p := e1 ∪ e2  → DB . As
(pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (p := e1 ∪ e2 ), De1nition 3.8 gives w = pwA (DB){p →
pwA (DB)(e1 ∪ e2 )}. So for all predicate symbols q = p, we have w (q) =
pwA (DB)(q) = (De1nition 2.24) {T A | T ∈ DB(q)} = {T A | T ∈ DB (q)} = (De1nition 2.24) pwA (DB )(q). Furthermore, we have w (p) = pwA (DB)(e1 ∪ e2 ) =
(De1nition 3.7) pwA (DB)(e1 ) ∪ pwA (DB)(e2 ) = w1 (p) ∪ w2 (p) = pwA (DB1 )(p)
∪ pwA (DB2 )(p) = (De1nition 2.24) {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p)} ∪ {T A | T ∈ DB2 (p)} =
{T A | T ∈ DB1 (p) ∪ DB2 (p)} = {T A | T ∈ DB (p)} = (De1nition
2.24)
pwA
(DB )(p). So w and pwA (DB ) are the same functions, so w = pwA (DB ).
3. e = e1 \e2 , for some relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 . The proof of this case
is similar to the proof of the ∪ case. Note that just like in the \ case of the soundness proof, we again need the equality {T A | T ∈ DB1 (p)}\{T A | T ∈ DB2 (p)} =
{T A | T ∈ DB1 (p)\DB2 (p)}, so we again need the facts that A is an initial algebra
and that terms in database states are in normal form.
4. e = e1 × e2 , for some relational algebra expressions e1 and e2 . The proof of this case
is similar to the proof of the ∪ case, and is omitted.
5. e = e [k1 ; : : : ; kn ], for some relational algebra expression e and positions k1 ; : : : ; kn ∈
N. The proof of this case is similar to the proof of the ∪ case, and is omitted.
6. e = e where , for some relational algebra expression e and some relational algebra
test . The proof of this case is similar to the proof of the ∪ case, and is omitted.
(In this case, we need Lemma A.7.)
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A.3. Soundness of the axiomatization of

DDL

In this section, we prove that the DDL speci1c axioms are sound. For all axioms
except the successor existence axioms, we prove soundness in all structures; for the
successor existence axioms we prove soundness in the full structure.
Proposition A.10 (Soundness of (PosIns)). Let p : s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred; let T and T 
be tuples of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn , let  be a formula and let X be a :nite set of
variables such that FV (T  ) ∩ X = ∅. We then have
|= pT  ∨ ∃X ( ∧ T = T  ) → [&XIpT where ]pT  :
Proof. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in S and
let I V be a variable interpretation on A. We must prove S; w; I V |= pT  ∨ ∃X ( ∧ T=
T  ) → [&X IpT where ]pT  . Assume S; w; I V |= pT  ∨ ∃X ( ∧ T = T  ) and let w
be some world in succI V (&X IpT where )(w). By the → case of Proposition 2.22,
and by De1nition 2.20, it then is suScient to prove S; w ; I V |= pT  . From w ∈ succI V
(&X IpT where )(w), we get by De1nition 2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ mI V
(&X IpT where ). From S; w; I V |= pT  ∨ ∃X ( ∧ T = T  ) we derive by De1nition
2.20 that (at least) one of the following two cases is true:


• S; w; I V |= pT  . De1nition 2.20 now gives T A ; w; I V ∈ w(p). As (w; w ) ∈ mI V

(&X IpT where ), we now get with De1nition 4.9 that T A; w; I V ∈ w (p).
• S; w; I V |= ∃X ( ∧ T = T  ). The ∃ case of Proposition 2.22 gives a variable interpretation I V such that S; w; I V |=  ∧ T = T  and I V Var\X = I V Var\X . The ∧
case of Proposition 2.22 gives S; w; I V |=  and S; w; I V |= T = T  . As (w; w ) ∈ mI V

(&X IpT where ), we now get with De1nition 4.9 that T A; w; I V ∈ w (p). From



S; w; I V |= T= T  , we get by Proposition 2.22 that T A; w; I V = T A;w;I V . We know that

FV (T )∩X = ∅ and I V Var\X = I V Var\X , so Lemma 2.17 gives T A; w; I V = T A; w; I V .

We get T A; w; I V = T A; w; I V , so T A; w; I V ∈ w (p).
In both cases, T A; w; I V ∈ w (p). From (w; w ) ∈ mI V (&XIpT where ), we derive with

De1nition 4.9 that w USym\{p} = w USym\{p} . Lemma 2.17 then gives T A; w ; I V =

T A; w; I V . We derive T A; w ; I V ∈ w (p), and De1nition 2.20 gives S; w ; I V |= pT  .
Soundness of axioms (NegIns), (PosDel) and (NegDel) can be proven in a similar
way as the above soundness proof for (PosIns); these soundness proofs are omitted.
Proving soundness of the axioms (PosUpd) and (NegUpd) requires some more work,
but the basic ideas are the same as the ones used in the soundness proof for (PosIns);
these soundness proofs are also omitted.
Proposition A.11 (Soundness of (Assign)). Let f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ UFun; let T be a
tuple of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn and let t be a term of sort s such that f ∈= T; t. We
then have
|= [fT := t]fT = t:
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Proof. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in S and
let I V be a variable interpretation on A. We must prove S; w; I V |= [fT := t]fT = t.
Let w be a world in succI V (fT := t)(w), by De1nition 2.20, it then is suScient to
prove S; w ; I V |= fT = t. From w ∈ succI V (fT := t)(w), we get by De1nition 2.19 that
(w; w ) ∈ mI V (fT := t), so De1nition 4.9 gives w (f) = w(f){T A; w; I V → t A; w; I V } and

w USym\{f} = w USym\{f} . As f ∈= T; t, Lemma 2.17 then gives T A; w ; I V = T A; w; I V



and t A; w ; I V = t A; w; I V . So we have (fT )A; w ; I V = (De1nition 2.16) w (f)(T A; w ; I V ) =

w (f)(T A; w; I V ) = t A; w; I V = t A; w ; I V . De1nition 2.20 then gives S; w ; I V |= fT = t.
Proposition A.12 (Soundness of (FrInsUPred1)). Let p : s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred; let T be
a tuple of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn ; let q : s1 ; : : : ; sn   = p ∈ UPred; let T  be a tuple
of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn  ; let X be a :nite set of variables and let  be a formula.
We then have
|= qT  → [&XIpT where ]qT  :
Proof. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in S and let I V
be a variable interpretation on A. We must prove S; w; I V |= qT  → [&X IpT where ]
qT  . Assume S; w; I V |= qT  and let w be some world in succI V (&X IpT where )(w).
By the → case of Proposition 2.22, and by De1nition 2.20, it then is suScient to prove
S; w ; I V |= qT  . From w ∈ succI V (&X IpT where )(w), De1nition 2.19 gives (w; w )
∈ mI V (&X IpT where ) so by De1nition 4.9, we derive w(p) ⊆ w (p) and
w USym\{p} = w USym\{p} . From S; w; I V |= qT  , we get by De1nition 2.20 that

T A; w; I V ∈ w(q). We get T A; w; I V ∈ w (q). Lemma 2.17 gives T A; w ; I V = T A; w; I V , so

we have T A; w ; I V ∈ w (q). De1nition 2.20 1nally gives S; w ; I V |= qT  .
Soundness of the frame axioms (FrInsUPred2), (FrDelUPred1), (FrDelUPred2),
(FrUpdUPred1), (FrUpdUPred2), (FrAssUPred1) and (FrAssUPred2) is proven in a
similar way as the above soundness proof for (FrInsUPred1); these soundness proofs
are omitted.
Proposition A.13 (Soundness of (FrInsUFun)). Let f : s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ UFun; let T1
be a tuple of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn ; let p : s1 ; : : : ; sn   ∈ UPred; let T be a tuple of
terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn  ; let X be a :nite set of variables and let  be a formula.
We then have
|= fT1 = t → [&XIpT where ]fT1 = t:
Proof. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in S
and let I V be a variable interpretation on A. We must prove S; w; I V |= fT1 = t →
[&X IpT where ]fT1 = t. Assume S; w; I V |= fT1 = t and let w be some world in
succI V (&X IpT where )(w). By the → case of Proposition 2.22, and by De1nition
2.20, it then is suScient to prove S; w ; I V |= fT1 = t. From w ∈ succI V
(&X IpT where )(w), we get by De1nition 2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ mI V (&X IpT where )
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so by De1nition 4.9, we derive wUSym\{p} = wUSym\{p} . Lemma 2.17 then gives


(fT1 )A; w ; I V = (fT1 )A; w; I V and t A; w ; I V = t A; w; I V . From S; w; I V |= fT1 = t, we get by


De1nition 2.20 that (fT1 )A; w; I V = t A; w; I V . We derive (fT1 )A; w ; I V = t A; w ; I V , so by
De1nition 2.20, we have S; w ; I V |= fT1 = t.
Soundness of axioms (FrDelUFun), (FrUpdUFun) and (FrAssUFun1) can be proven
in a similar way as the above soundness proof for (FrInsUFun); these soundness proofs
are omitted.
Proposition A.14 (Soundness of (FrAssUFun2)). Let f: s1 ; : : : ; sn  → s ∈ UFun; let
T and T  tuples of terms of sorts s1 ; : : : ; sn and let t and t  be terms of sort s
such that f ∈= T  ; t  . We then have
|= (fT  = t  ∧ T = T  ) → [fT := t]fT  = t  :
Proof. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in S and let
I V be a variable interpretation on A. We must prove S; w; I V |= (fT  = t  ∧ T = T  ) →
[fT := t]fT  = t  . Assume S; w; I V |= fT  = t  ∧ T = T  and let w be some world in
succI V (fT := t)(w). By the → case of Proposition 2.22, and by De1nition 2.20,
it then is suScient to prove S; w ; I V |= fT  = t  . From w ∈ succI V (fT := t)(w), we
get by De1nition 2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ mI V (fT := t) so by De1nition 4.9, we derive
w (f) = w(f){T A; w; I V → t A; w; I V } and w USym\{f} = w USym\{f} . As f ∈= T  ; t  ,


Lemma 2.17 gives T A; w ; I V = T A; w; I V and t A; w ; I V = t A; w; I V . From S; w; I V |= fT 
= t  ∧ T = T  , we get by Proposition 2.22 and De1nition 2.20 that (fT  )A; w; I V = t A; w; I V


and T A; w; I V = T A; w; I V . We get (fT  )A; w ; I V = (De1nition 2.16) w (f)(T A; w ; I V ) =
w (f)(T A; w; I V ) = (as T A; w; I V = T A; w; I V )w(f)(T A; w; I V ) = (De1nition 2.16)

(fT  )A; w; I V = t A; w; I V = t A; w ; I V . De1nition 2.20 1nally gives S; w ; I V |= fT  = t  .
Proposition A.15. Let p : s1 ; : : : ; sn  ∈ UPred; let T be a tuple of terms of sorts
s1 ; : : : ; sn ; let X be a :nite set of variables; let  be a formula and let A be an
algebra. We then have
FA |= &XIpT where true:
Proof. Let w be a possible world on A and let I V be a variable interpretation on A.
We must prove FA ; w; I V |= &X IpT where true. By De1nition 2.20, we get that we
must 1nd a world w ∈ succI V (&X IpT where )(w) such that FA ; w ; I V |= true. De
1ne w = w{p → w(p) ∪ {T A; w; I V | I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |= } }. Then
w is a possible world on A, so w ∈ FA and De1nition 4.9 gives (w; w ) ∈ mI V
(&X IpT where ), so by De1nition 2.19, we have w ∈ succI V (&X IpT where )(w).
Furthermore, the true case of Proposition 2.22 gives FA ; w ; I V |= true.
Soundness of axioms (SuccDel), (SuccUpd) and (SuccAss) can be proven in a
similar way as the above soundness proof for (SuccIns); these soundness proofs are
omitted.
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Proposition A.16. Let X be a :nite set of variables; let  be an update program and
let  and be formulas such that FV ( ) ∩ X = ∅. We then have
|= [+X  where ] ↔ ∀X ( → [] ):
Proof. Let A be an algebra, let S be a structure on A, let w be a world in S and let I V
be a variable interpretation on A. We must prove S; w; I V |= [+X  where ] ↔ ∀X
( → [] ). By the ↔ case of Proposition 2.22, this is equivalent to proving S; w; I V |=
[+X  where ] ⇔ S; w; I V |= ∀X ( → [] ). We prove these two directions separately:
⇒: Assume S; w; I V |= [+X  where ] . Let I V be some variable interpretation with

I VVar\X = I VVar\X . By the ∀ case of Proposition 2.22, it now is suScient to prove
S; w; I V |=  → [] . Assume S; w; I V |=  and let w be some world in succI V ()(w).
By the → case of Proposition 2.22, and by De1nition 2.20, it then is suScient to prove
S; w ; I V |= . From w ∈ succI V ()(w), we get by De1nition 2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ mI V ().
De1nition 4.9 gives (w; w ) ∈ mI V (+X  where ), so w ∈ succI V (+X  where )(w).
As S; w; I V |= [+X  where ] , we derive with De1nition 2.20 that S; w ; I V |= .
Lemma 2.21 1nally gives S; w ; I V |= .
⇐: Assume S; w; I V |= ∀X ( → [] ). Let w ∈ succI V (+X  where )(w),
De1nition 2.20 then gives that it is suScient to prove S; w ; I V |= . From w ∈ succI V
(+X  where )(w), we get by De1nition 2.19 that (w; w ) ∈ mI V (+X  where ) and
De1nition 4.9 gives a variable interpretation I V on A with I V Var\X = I V Var\X and
S; w; I V |=  and (w; w ) ∈ mI V (). As S; w; I V |= ∀X ( → [] ), the ∀ case of Proposition 2.22 gives S; w; I V |=  → [] . With the → case of Proposition 2.22, we derive
S; w; I V |= [] . As (w; w ) ∈ mI V (), De1nition 2.19 gives w ∈ succI V ()(w) and by
De1nition 2.20, we derive S; w ; I V |= . Finally, Lemma 2.21 gives S; w ; I V |= .
A.4. De:nite database states
De1nition 2.24 assumes that for every algebra A and every de1nite database state
DB, there is a unique possible world on A (written as pwA (DB)) in which DB is
true. We show that this is sound by two lemmas. Lemma A.17 shows that DB is true
in pwA (DB) and Lemma A.18 shows that there are no other worlds that make DB
true.
Lemma A.17. Let A be an algebra and let DB be a de:nite database state. Then
pwA (DB) |= DB.
Proof. By De1nition 2.20, we must prove ∀ ∈ DB: pwA (DB) |= . Let I V be an
arbitrary variable interpretation on A, De1nition 2.20 gives that we need to prove ∀ ∈
DB: pwA (DB); I V |= .
First, let us consider the extension formulas of predicate symbols in DB. Let p
be an arbitrary element of UPred and let ∀Rx(pRx ↔ (Rx = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn )) be the
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extension formula of p in DB. Let I V be an arbitrary variable interpretation such
that I V Var\Rx = I V Var\Rx (for convenience, we view the tuple of variables xR as a set
here). By the ∀ and ↔ cases of Proposition 2.22, it then is suScient to prove
pwA (DB); I V |= pRx ⇔ pwA (DB); I V |= xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn . This is easily shown as
follows.

pwA (DB); I V |= pRx ⇔ (De1nition 2.20) xR A; w; I V ∈ pwA (DB)(p) ⇔ (De1nition 2.24)


xR A; w; I V ∈ {T1A ; : : : ; TnA } ⇔ (as T1 ; : : : ; Tn are tuples of constant terms) xR A; w; I V ∈
A; w; I

A; w; I 



A; w; I

V
V
V
{T1
; : : : ; Tn
} ⇔ ∃i (16i6n): xR A; w; I V = Ti
⇔ (De1nition 2.20)

∃i (16i6n): pwA (DB); I V |= xR = Ti ⇔ (De1nition 2.20) pwA (DB); I V |= xR = T1 ∨ · · ·
∨ xR = Tn .
Now, consider the extension formulas of function symbols in DB. Let f be an arbitrary element of UFun and let fT1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧ fTm = tm ∧ ∀xR (xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm →
fxR = t) be the extension formula of f in DB. By the ∧ case of Proposition 2.22, it is
suScient to prove for all i with 16i6m that pwA (DB); I V |= fTi = ti , and pwA (DB);
I V |=∀xR (xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm → fxR = t).
Take some i with 16i6m. De1nition 2.24 gives pw(DB)(f)(Ti A ) = tiA . Therefore

A; pwA (DB); I V
A; pwA (DB); I V
) = ti
and De1nition 2.16 gives (fTi )A; pwA (DB); I V
pw(DB)(f)(Ti

A; pw (DB); I 

A
V
= ti
. By De1nition 2.20, we derive pwA (DB); I V |= fTi = ti .

Let I V be some variable interpretation such that I V Var\xR = I V Var\xR and assume
pwA (DB); I V |= xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm . By the ∀ and → cases of Proposition 2.22, it
then is suScient to prove pwA (DB); I V |= fxR = t. From the assumption, we get with the ∧ and = cases of Proposition 2.22 for all i with 16i6m


A; pwA (DB); I V
that xRA; pwA (DB); I V = Ti
. De1nition 2.24 gives pwA (DB)(f)(xRA; pwA (DB); I V )



= t A; pwA (DB); I V and by De1nition 2.16 we get (fx)
R A; pwA (DB); I V = t A; pwA (DB); I V . Finally,

with De1nition 2.20, we derive pwA (DB); I V |= fxR = t.

Lemma A.18. Let A be an algebra; let DB be a de:nite database state and let w
be a possible world on A such that w = pwA (DB). Then w |= DB.
Proof. By De1nition 2.20, it is suScient to prove that there exists a variable interpretation I V on A such that w; I V |= DB. As DB is a closed set of formulas, we can
in fact prove this for any variable interpretation I V . So let I V be an arbitrary variable
interpretation on A. As w = pwA (DB), we know that there is an updateable predicate
symbol p such that w(p) = pwA (DB)(p) or there is an updateable function symbol f
such that w(f) = pwA (DB)(f).
First, consider the case that we have an updateable predicate symbol p with w(p) =
pwA (DB)(p). Let ∀x(p
R xR ↔ (xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn )) be the extension formula of p in
DB. Both w(p) and pwA (DB)(p) are sets of tuples of domain elements. As they are
diLerent sets, we know that there is a dR ∈ w(p) such that dR ∈= pwA (DB)(p) or there is
a dR ∈ pwA (DB)(p) such that dR ∈= w(p). In both cases, we de1ne the variable interpretation I V as I V (x)
R =dR and I V Var\xR = I V Var\xR (for convenience, we view the sequence xR
as a set in this last condition). With De1nitions 2.16 and 2.20, and Proposition 2.22, it
then is not diScult to derive that either w; I V |= pxR or w; I V |= xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn , but
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not both. The ↔ case of Proposition 2.22 gives w; I V |= pxR ↔ xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn ;
the ∀ case of Proposition 2.22 gives w; I V |= ∀xR (pxR ↔ xR = T1 ∨ · · · ∨ xR = Tn ) and therefore, w; I V |= DB.
Now, consider the case that we have an updateable function symbol f with w(f) =
pwA (DB)(f). Let fT1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧ fTm = tm ∧ ∀xR (xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm → fxR = t) be
the extension formula of f in DB. As w(f) = pwA (DB)(f), we know that there is a
R = pwA (DB)(f)(d).
R We distinguish two
tuple of domain elements dR such that w(f)(d)
cases:
R = w(f)(Ti A ) = w(f)
• There is an i with 16i6m such that Ti A =d.R We have w(f)(d)
A; w; I V
R = pwA
(Ti
) =(De1nition 2.16) (fTi )A; w; I V . We also have pwA (DB)(f)(d)
A; w; I V
A; w; I V
A
A; w; I V
(DB)(f)(Ti )=(De1nition 2.24) ti
. We get (fTi )
= ti
. The = case
of Proposition 2.22, then gives w; I V |= fTi = ti .
• For all i with 16i6m: Ti A =d.R De1ne the variable interpretation I V as I V (x)
R =dR

and I V Var\xR = I V Var\xR . Then De1nition 2.16 gives xRA; w; I V =d.R So for all i with
A; w; I 

V
. By the = and ∧ cases of Proposi16i6m, we have xRA; w; I V = Ti A = Ti

tion 2.22, we get w; I V |=xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm . By De1nition 2.24, we know that

R = t A , so w(f)(d)
R = t A . As I V (x)
pwA (DB)(f)(d)
R =d,R De1nition 2.16 gives xRA; w; I V



=d.R We get w(f)(xRA; w; I V ) = t A = t A; w; I V . De1nition 2.16 gives (f(x))
R A; w; I V =
A; w; I V

t
. With Proposition 2.22, we then get w; I V |= fxR = t. The → and ∀ cases
of Proposition 2.22 1nally give w; I V |= ∀xR (xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm → fxR = t).
In both cases, w; I V |= fT1 = t1 ∧ · · · ∧ fTm = tm ∧ ∀xR (xR = T1 ∧ · · · ∧ xR = Tm → fxR = t)
immediately follows with the ∧ case of Proposition 2.22, so w; I V |= DB.

The next lemma “links” the functions pwA (which selects the unique world that
corresponds with a database state and mc (which denotes the normal form of a closed
term occurring in a database state).
Lemma A.19 (Lemma 2.26). Let DB be a de:nite database state; let t be a closed
term and let A be a model of E. Then
mc(t; DB)A = t A;pwA (DB) :
Proof. By induction on the structure of t:
1. t = fT , for f an updateable function symbol. Now mc(fT; DB)A =(De1nition 2.25)
(DB(f)(mc(T; DB)))A = (De1nition 2.24) pwA (DB)(f)(mc(T; DB)A ) = (by the induction hypothesis) pwA (DB)(f)(T A; pwA (DB) ) = (De1nition 2.16) (fT )A; pwA (DB) .
2. t = fT , for f a non-updateable function symbol. Now mc(fT; DB)A =
(De1nition 2.25) normalize(f(mc(T; DB)))A = (in a model of E, a term is equal to
its normal form) (f(mc(T; DB)))A = (De1nition 2.16) fA (mc(T; DB)A ) =
(induction hypothesis) fA (T A; pwA (DB) ) = (De1nition 2.16) (fT )A; pwA (DB) .
As t is a closed term, these are the only two cases we need to consider.
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A.5. Equivalence of the operational and declarative semantics of

DDL

Just as we did for RAUL, we prove that the operational semantics of DDL is equivalent
to the declarative semantics of relational algebra updates in full structures on initial
algebras. As we have the regular operators in DDL, the structure of the soundness and
completeness proofs we give here, is similar to the structure of the soundness and
completeness proofs of the operational semantics of PDDL.
Lemma A.20. Let A be an algebra; let S be a structure on A; let w and w be
elements of S and let I V be a variable interpretation on A. We then have for every
formula  and update program  that
(w; w ) ∈ mI V (?; ) ⇔ (w; w) ∈ mI V (?) and (w; w ) ∈ mI V ():
Proof. ⇒: By semantics of sequential composition, there exists a world v ∈ S such that
(w; v) ∈ mI V (?) and (v; w ) ∈ mI V (). The semantics of test then gives that v must be
equal to w, which proves this case.
⇐: Immediate by the semantics of sequential composition.
Lemma A.21. Let A be an algebra; let S be a structure on A and I V be a variable
interpretation on A. Then
mI V (+X  where ) = mI V (+X?;  where true):
Proof. Let w and w be two arbitrary elements of S, then
(w; w ) ∈ mI V (+X  where )
⇔ ∃I V : I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |=  and (w; w ) ∈ mI V ()
⇔ ∃I V : I V Var\X = I V Var\X and (w; w) ∈ mI V (?)
and (w; w ) ∈ mI V ()
⇔ ∃I V : I V Var\X = I V Var\X and (w; w ) ∈ mI V (?; )
⇔ ∃I V : I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; w; I V |= true
and (w; w ) ∈ mI V (?; )
⇔ (w; w ) ∈ mI V (+X?;  where true):
The 1rst equivalence is by the semantics of conditional choice, the second by the
semantics of test, the third by Lemma A.20, the fourth by the true case of Proposition 2.22 and the 1fth again by the semantics of conditional choice.
Lemma A.22. Let A be an algebra; let I V be a variable interpretation on A; let w
be a possible world on A; let xR be a tuple of variables; let t be an x-closed
R
term and
let tR be a tuple of closed terms of the same sorts as xR such that I V (x)
R =tRA; w . Then
(t[tR= x])
R A;w = t A;w;I V :
Proof. The lemma can be proven in a completely straightforward way by induction
on the structure of t; details of the proof are omitted.
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Denition A.23. A DDL update program is called safe iL for all atomic updates &X I
pT where , &X DpT where  and &X UpT → T  where  and conditional choices
+X  where  that occur in the update program, we have that  is an X -safe formula.
Lemma A.24. Let A be an initial algebra of E; let S be a structure on A let w be a
possible world in S; let I V be a variable interpretation on A; let DB be a de:nite database state and let  be a safe DDL update program such that (pwA (DB); w) ∈ mS ()
(I V ). Then there is a de:nite database state DB such that pwA (DB ) = w.
Proof. By induction on the structure of . The  = 1 + 2 ;  = 1 ; 2 ;  = ∗ and
 = +X  where  cases follow in a completely straightforward way from the induction
hypothesis; details of the proofs of these cases are omitted. We also omit the proofs for
the  = &X DpT  where and  = &X Upt → T  where  cases; as these cases can be
proven in a similar way as the &X IpT where  case. The only case we prove explicitly is the  = &XIpT where  case. From (pwA (DB); w) ∈ mS (&XIpT where )(I V );
we get by De1nition 4.9 that wUSym\{p} = pwA (DB) USym\{p} and w(p) = pwA (DB)
(p) ∪ {I V (T ) | I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; pwA (DB); I V |= }. As  is safe, we know
that  is an X -safe formula. So  = p1 T1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn Tn ∧  . We show that w(p) is
1nite, by showing that there are only 1nitely many variable interpretations I V that
satisfy the requirements I V Var\X = I V Var\X and S; pwA (DB); I V |= . Consider some
variable x ∈ X . As  is X -safe, we know that there exist i and j such that x occurs as the j th component of pi in  = p1 T1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn Tn ∧  . Now suppose I V (x) ∈
pwA (DB)(pi )[j]. With De1nition 2.16 and Proposition 2.22, we then easily derive
S; pwA (DB); I V |=. So to satisfy the requirements, I V (x) must be an element of
pwA (DB)(pi )[j]. By De1nition 2.23, we know that DB(pi ) is 1nite and with Definition 2.24, we get that pwA (DB)(pi )[ j] is also 1nite. This is true for all x ∈ X and
as X is 1nite, there are only 1nitely many variable interpretations I V that satisfy all
requirements.
De1ne D = {T | T is a tuple of immutable terms in normal form of the arity of p such
that T A ∈ w(p)}. As A is an initial algebra of E, we have that every element of w(p)
is “named” by a tuple of immutable terms in normal form, so w(p) = {T A | T ∈ D}.
As diLerent immutable terms in normal form have a diLerent semantics in the initial
algebra, we get that D contains exactly the same number of elements as w(p) (so D
is 1nite). We de1ne DB = DB{p → D}. We then have DB USym\{p} = DB USym\{p} ,
so De1nition 2.24 gives that pwA (DB )USym\{p} = pwA (DB)USym\{p} and we derive
pwA (DB )USym\{p} = wUSym\{p} . By De1nition 2.24, we get pwA (DB )(p) = {T A
| T ∈ DB(p)} = {T A | T ∈ D} = w(p). So we indeed have pwA (DB) = w.
Lemma A.25. Let A be an initial algebra of E; let I V be a variable interpretation on A; let xR = (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) be a :nite tuple of diAerent variables; let  be an
x-safe;
R
x-closed
R
formula and let DB and DB be de:nite database states such that
DB; q := ca(x;
R ) → DB . Then
pwA (DB); I V |=  ⇔ I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB )(q):
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Proof. As  is an x-safe
R
formula, we know that it has the form p1 T1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn Tn ∧  ,
and for every variable x ∈ X there is a predicate symbol px in the sequence p1 ; : : : ; pn
and a position kx such that x occurs as the kx th argument of px . De1nition 4.19 then
gives that ca(x;
R ) = (px1 [kx1 ]×· · ·×pxn [kxn ]) where [N= xR ]. From DB; q := ca(x;
R )
→ DB , we get by soundness of the operational semantics op RAUL that (pwA (DB); pwA
(DB )) ∈ mFA (q := ca(x;
R )). So by De1nition 3.8, pwcalA (DB )(q) = pwA (DB)(ca(x;
R
)). We now prove both directions of the equivalence separately.
⇒: Suppose pwA (DB); I V |= . Lemma A.3 gives xRA; pwA (DB); I V |= [N= x]
R and
De1nition 2.16 then gives I V (x)
R |= [N= xR ].
Now consider some variable xi (16i6n). Let Tj contain the 1rst occurrence of
xi as a component in the sequence T1 ; : : : ; Tn . The ∧ case of Proposition 2.22 then
gives pwA (DB); I V |= pxi Tj . De1nition 2.20 gives TjA; pwA (DB); I V ∈ pwA (DB)(pxi ). As
the kxi th component of Tj is xi , we derive xiA; pwA (DB); I V ∈ pwA (DB)(pxi )[kxi ]. Using
De1nitions 2.16 and 3.7, we get I V (xi ) ∈ pwA (DB)(pxi [kxi ]). But this is true for all
i with 16i6n, so we derive I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB)(px1 [kx1 ]) × · · · × pwA (DB)(pxn [kxn ]).
De1nition 3.7 then gives I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB)(px1 [kx1 ] × · · · × pxn [kxn ]).
By De1nition 3.7, we get that I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB)((px1 [kx1 ] × · · · × pxn [kxn ]) where 
[N= x]).
R Therefore, we get I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB)(ca(x;
R )), so I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB )(q).

⇐: Suppose I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB )(q). Then I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB)(ca(x;
R )), so I V (x)
R ∈
pwA (DB)((px1 [kx1 ] × · · · × pxn [kxn ]) where [N= x]).
R With De1nition 3.7, we derive
I V (x)
R |= [N= xR ]. De1nition 2.16 then gives xRA; pwA (DB); I V |= [N= xR ]. Lemma A.3 1nally gives pwA (DB); I V |= .
Lemma A.26. Let A be an initial algebra of E and let  be a closed update program. Then for all de:nite database states DB and DB with DB;  → DB ; we have
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ().
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of DB;  → DB . Below, we
consider the 1ve rules that allow us to conclude transitions of the format DB;  → DB .
The rules (TIt1) and (TAss) form the basic step of the induction, as they do not have
premises. The rules (TIns), (TDel) and (TUpd) form the inductive step, as they do
have premises. In all cases, we must prove (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (). So we
take an arbitrary variable interpretation I V and we must prove (pwA (DB); pwA (DB ) ∈
mFA ; I V ().
Now  = ∗ and DB = DB. As mFA ; I V (∗ ) is a reQexive relation, we immediately get (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ; I V (∗ ).
(TAss) Now we have  = fT := t and DB = DB{f → DB(f){mc(T; DB) → mc(t;
DB)}}. We get DB USym\{f} = DB USym\{f} . De1nition 2.24 gives pwA (DB )
USym\{f} = pwA (DB) USym\{f} . Below, we prove pwA (DB )(f) = pwA (DB)
(f){T A; pwA (DB); I V → t A; pwA (DB); I V }. De1nition 4.9 then gives (pwA (DB);
pwA (DB )) ∈ m(fT := t)(I V ). We now prove that the functions pwA (DB )(f)
and pwA (DB)(f){T A; pwA (DB); I V → t A; pwA (DB); I V } are the same. As A is an

(TIt1)
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initial algebra of E, we know that we get all arguments for the functions by
considering all T A , for T  a tuple of immutable terms in normal form (of
the argument sorts of f). So let T  be a tuple of immutable terms in normal
form of the argument sorts of f. We consider two cases:
• T  = mc(T; DB). Now T A = mc(T; DB)A =(Lemma A.19) T A; pwA (DB)
= T A; pwA (DB); I V .
Then
pwA (DB )(f)(T A ) =
(De1nition
2.24)

 A

A
A
(DB (f)(T )) = (DB (f)(mc(T; DB)) = (mc(t; DB)) = (Lemma A.19)



t A; pwA (DB) = t A; pwA (DB); I V = pwA (DB)(f){T A; pwA (DB); I V → t A; pwA (DB); I V }
(T A ).
• T  = mc(T; DB). As A is an initial algebra of E and both T  and mc(T; DB)
are tuples of immutable terms in normal form, we get T A = mc(T; DB)A .
Furthermore, mc(T; DB)A =(Lemma A.19) T A; pwA (DB) = T A; pwA (DB); I V , so
T A = T A; pwA (DB); I V . Then pwA (DB )(f)(T A ) = (De1nition 2.24) (DB (f)
(T  ))A = (DB(f)(T  ))A =(De1nition 2.24) pwA (DB)(f)(T A ) = pwA (DB)
(f){T A; pwA (DB); I V → t A; pwA (DB); I V }(T A ).
(TIns) Now  = &XIpT where , and there is a de1nite database state DB such that
R x];
DB; q := ca(x;
R ) → DB and DB = DB{p → DB(p) ∪ {mc(T [t=
R DB) | tR∈

DB (q)}}. Now DB USym\{p} = DB USym\{p} and with De1nition 2.24,
we get pwA (DB ) USym\{p} = pwA (DB) Usym\{p} . We want to prove that
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ; I V (&X IpT where ), by De1nition 4.9, it is
suScient to prove pwA (DB )(p) = pwA (DB)(p) ∪ {T A; pwA (DB);I V | pwA (DB);
I V |= }. Proven as follows: pwA (DB )(p)=(De1nition 2.24) {T A | T  ∈
R x];
DB (p)} ={T A | T  ∈ DB(p) ∪ {mc(T [t=
R DB) | tR ∈ DB (q)}} = {T A | T  ∈
A

R x];
DB(p)} ∪ {T |T ∈ {mc(T [t=
R DB) | tR ∈ DB (q)}}=(De1nition 2.24) pwA
A
R x];
(DB)(p) ∪ {(mc(T [t=
R DB)) | tR∈ DB (q)} = (Lemma A.19) pwA (DB)(p)
A;pw
(DB)
A
R x])
∪ {(T [t=
R
| tR ∈ DB (q)} = (Lemma A.22) pwA (DB)(p)
A; pwA (DB)
∪ {T A; pwA (DB); I V | I V (x)
R = tR
and tR∈ DB (q)} = (2.24) pwA (DB)(p)
A; pwA (DB); I V

∪ {T
| I V (x)
R ∈ pwA (DB )(q)}=(Lemma A.25) pwA (DB)(p)
∪ {T A; pwA (DB); I V |pwA (DB); I V |= }.
(TDel) The proof of this case is very similar to the proof of the (TIns) case and has
been omitted.
(TUpd) The proof of this case is very similar to the proof of the (TIns) case and has
been omitted.
Lemma A.27. Let A be an initial algebra of E and let  and  be closed update programs. Then for all de:nite database states DB, DB and DB with DB;  → DB ;  
and (pwA (DB ); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ( ); we have
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ():
Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation of DB;  → DB ;  . Below, we
distinguish six cases; corresponding to the transition rules with which we can derive
transitions of the form DB;  → DB ;  . Rules (TCh1), (TCh2), (TSeq1) and (TIt2)
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are form the basic step of the inductive proof and rules (TSeq2) and (TCondC) form
the induction step:
Now DB = DB and there are closed update programs 1 and 2 such that
 = 1 + 2 and  = 1 . So we have (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ). We
derive (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ) ∪ mFA (2 ) and De1nition 4.9 then
gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 + 2 ).
(TCh2)
The proof of this case is omitted, as it is almost the same as the proof of
the (TCh1) case.
(TSeq1) Now, there are closed update programs 1 and 2 such that  = 1 ; 2 ,
 = 2 and DB; 1  → DB . Using this last transition, Lemma A.26 gives
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ). We also have (pwA (DB ); pwA (DB ))
∈ mFA (2 ), so De1nition 4.9 gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ; 2 ).
(TSeq2) Now, there are closed update programs 1 , 2 and 1 with  = 1 ; 2 ,
 = 1 ; 2 and DB; 1  → DB ; 1 . From (pwA (DB ); pwA (DB )) ∈
mFA (1 ; 2 ), De1nition 4.9 gives us a world w such that (pwA (DB ); w)
∈ mFA (1 ) and (w; pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (2 ). With world w, there corresponds
a de1nite database state DB such that pwA (DB ) = w. So we have
DB; 1  → DB ; 1  and (pwA (DB ); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ). The induction hypothesis gives (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ). We also have
(pwA (DB ); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (2 ), so by De1nition 4.9, we get (pwA (DB);
pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (1 ; 2 ).
(TIt2)
Now DB = DB and there is a closed update program  such that  = ∗ and
 = ; ∗ . So we have (pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (; ∗ ). From De1nition 4.9, it is easy to derive mFA (; ∗ ) ⊆ mFA (∗ ) and we get (pwA (DB),
pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA (∗ ).
(TCondC) Now DB = DB and there is an X -closed update program , an X -closed
formula  and an X -assignment A such that  = + X  where  and
 = A(?; ). This case now immediately follows from Lemmas A.21.

(TCh1)

Proposition A.28 (Soundness of the operational semantics of DDL). Let A be an initial algebra of E and let  be a closed DDL update program. Then for all de:nite
database states DB and DB with DB;  →∗ DB ; we have
(pwA (DB); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ():
Proof. By induction on the number of steps in DB;  → DB .
Basic step: DB;  → DB . The desired result now immediately follows from
Lemma A.26.
Induction step: DB;  → DB ;   →∗ DB . By the induction hypothesis on
DB ;   →∗ DB , we get (pwA (DB ); pwA (DB )) ∈ mFA ( ). With Lemma A.27, we
immediately get the desired result.
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Lemma A.29. Let DB and DB be de:nite database states and let  be a closed

∗

DDL update program with DB ;  → DB . Then for all closed DDL update programs
 and de:nite database states DB with DB;  →∗ DB we have DB; ;  →∗ DB .
Proof. By induction on the number of steps in DB;  →∗ DB .
Basic step: DB;  → DB . Using transition rule (TSeq1) we get DB; ;  →
DB ; . Then with DB ;  →∗ DB , we get DB; ;  →∗ DB .
Induction step: DB;  → DB ; 2 →∗ DB . The induction hypothesis on DB ; 2
∗
→ DB gives DB ; 2;  →∗ DB . Transition rule (TSeq2) applied to DB; 
→ DB ; 2 gives us DB; ;  → DB ; 2; , so we get DB; ;  →∗ DB .
Proposition A.30 (Completeness of the operational semantics of DDL). Let A be an
initial algebra of E and let  be a closed DDL update program. Then for all de:nite database states DB and possible worlds w on A with (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA ();
there is a de:nite database state DB such that DB;  →∗ DB and w = pwA (DB ).
Proof. By induction on the structure of :
1.  = &X IpT where  Take DB = DB{p → DB(p) ∪ mc(T [tR= x];
R DB) | tR ∈ ca( x;
R ).
∗

With (TIns), we then derive DB; &X IpT where  → DB .
2.  = &X DpT  where . The proof of this case is similar to case 1 and omitted.
3.  = &X UpT → T  where . The proof of this case is similar to case 1 and omitted.
4.  = 1 ; 2 . We have (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (1 ; 2 ), so De1nition 2.18 gives a world v
with (pwA (DB); v) ∈ mFA (1 ) and (v; w ) ∈ mFA (2 ). The induction hypothesis on 1
gives a de1nite database state DB such that DB; 1  →∗ DB and v = pwA (DB ).
The induction hypothesis on 2 then gives de1nite database state DB such that
DB ; 2 →∗ DB and w = pwA (DB ). By Lemma A.29, we get DB; 1 ; 2  →∗
DB , so DB satis1ed both the desired properties.
5.  = 1 + 2 . We have (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (1 + 2 ), so De1nition 2.18 gives
(pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (1 ) ∪ mFA (2 ). We only consider the case (pwA (DB); w )
∈ mFA (1 ) (the case (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (2 ) can be proven similarly). By the
induction hypothesis on 1 we get a de1nite database state DB with DB; 1  →∗
DB and w = pwA (DB ). Transition rule (TCh1) gives DB; 1 + 2  → DB; 1 , so
DB; 1 + 2  → DB , so DB satis1ed both the desired properties.
6.  = ∗ . We have (pwA (DB); w ) ∈ mFA (∗ ), so De1nition 2.18 gives an n¿1 and
worlds w1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wn such that w1 = pwA (DB) and wn = w and for all i (16i ¡
n): (w1 ; wi+1 ) ∈ mFA (). By induction on n we now prove that there is a de1nite database state DBn such that DB; ∗  →∗ DBn and wn = pwA (DBn ) (and this
then proves the  = ∗ case, because DBn satis1ed both desired properties). Basic step n = 1. Take DB1 = DB, then transition rule (TIter1) gives DB; ∗  → DB1
and wn = w1 = pwA (DB) = pwA (DB1 ). Induction step n¿1. We have w1 = pwA
(DB1 ), so (pwA (DB1 ); w2 ) ∈ mFA (), so the induction hypothesis on  gives a definite database state DB2 with DB1 ;  →∗ DB2 and w2 = pwA (DB2 ). The induction
hypothesis on n then gives a de1nite database state DBn such that DB2 ; ∗  →∗ DBn
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and wn = pwA (DBn ). Lemma A.29 then gives us DB1 ; ; ∗  →∗ DBn . Transition
rule (TIter2) gives DB1 ; ∗  → DB1 ; ; ∗ . We get DB1 ; ∗  → DBn , so DBn satis1es both desired properties.
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